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ETeryone is like
the moon baying a
dark side which he
never shows to anyone.

Volume VI -

N umber 9

With

what

little

wisdom this world
is governed.

NEWA RK STATE COLL EGE. UNION, NEW JERSEY

Nove mbe r 18. 196S

STUDENT COUNCIL FREEZES M.A. A. FUNDS
Student Council Sponsors Dispute With Physical Education Dept.
Open Forum December 2 Over Control of Funds Causes Action
Student Council will sponsor an Open Forum December 2 al
7:30 in the new Auditorium. The purpose of this forum is lo gran t
to the individual student the opportunity to become aware of the
diverse organizations and opinions which are making their presence felt on the American scene today.
Already committed to send
representatives are the Americans for Democratic Action
(ADA), Newark Community
Union Project (NCUP) and Students for a Democratic S o ciety (SDS) and Committee for
Sane Nuclear Policy (SANE).
Tentative committments have
come from the John Birch Society, Young Americans for
Freedom (YAF) and W.E .B.
Dubois Society.
Riding the "middle way" between these often termed "extremists" groups will be t h e
Young Democrats and l h e
Young Republicans.
Council's F orum Committee
has s tated that this p1 ogram is
for "stude nts who are awa~

tha\. f>UCh groups exis t and who
wan\. te know what ' s happening." The Com mittee cons ists
of chairmen Dennis Deve rin
and Joe H asuly, R osemary
Prestigiacomo, J oh n Firman
and Ed Schwartzbach. Furthe r
information concerning t h e
Forum well appear in this
newspaper or can be secured
through any of the aforementioned committee.

Student Council
Learns of Frozen
Funds At Meeting
Council's meeting of Friday,
November 5 made known the
decision of the Finance Board
to freeze the funds of the
Men·s
Athletic
Association
while al the same lime revealing the Board's decision to release the runds Ji a second l ett er be sen t to Solomons, en a bling M.A .A . officers to purchase eff"QNn-&, (The• funds
h ave s inc e been re-frozen, see
story this page). It is council's
p osition tha t s ince the M.A.A .

is fin anced by s tudent money,
s tudents should be a uthorized
to s pend this m oney in accorda nce with their budget.
A s tudent committee w a s
formed to look into men's athletic programs at other schools
(Continued on page 4)

Soph and Junior Classes
Vote Yes to Constituti,ons
Sophomores

On Wednesday, November 10
at a class meeting, approximately 50 of the recognized 800
sophomores voted and accepted the Constitution o! the Class
of 1968.
President
J oseph Murray
presented t he constitution to
the 110 class members present.
Murray read t h e preamble
stating the main objective of
the constitution, to promote
the general welfare of the
class, after which the constitution was read by those members present, and discussion
and correction of several articles followed.
The major topic on the new
constitution was the institution
of a Class Congress. The Congress, as accepted in the constitution, will consist of one
representative for every 50
Sophomore Class members, or,
as the class now numbers approximately 800, 16 represe'?ltatives, to be elected by th e
Class of '68. All class Student
Council Representatives w i 1 1
automatically be members ol
the Congress, as well as class
(Coninued on page 10)

Juniors
The new constitution for the
class of 1967 was introduced at
the first Junior Class meeting
for this year. William Vesey,
President of the class, said that
there were several reasons for
the proposed change. First, the
class would have a representative government for its m zmbers, by means of a class senate structure. Second, concensual politics would be a vailable to the class members.
Third, the talents of a wider
range of students could b e
brought forth. The proposed
constitution would also unify
the class, and give it concrete
goals to achieve. Mr. Vesey also stated that the executive
board could truly fulfill its real
purpose: that of executing the
wishes of the class.
He continued saying that "it
would be unfortunate if only a
small numb& of Junior Class
members made the decision to
either pass or reject the proposed constitution, since this
should be the decision of the
entire class." If this happens,"
(Continued on page 10)

Student Organization, the Men's Athletic Association and the Health and Physical Education department are currently involved in a disagre..;ment over who should control M.A.A. funds and
as a res ult, Council's Finance Board, by executive order from Council president, Al Record, has
frozen the funds of the Me11's Athletic Association.
The center of the disagreement is a letter sent last spring by a member of the Health and Physical
Education department to Solomon's Sport Shop, Elizabeth. The letter advised Solomon's who hold
the M.A.A. account, not to sell equipment to any member of the M.A.A. without first havi~a the sale
okayed by someone in the Health and Physical Education department.
<>
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Committee of Ten Makes
Weekend Visit to Midwest
The student union buildings of the Universities of Wisconsin
and Minnesota were toured and scrutonized by members of the
Commi ttee of Ten over the N.J.E.A. vacation.
Mr. Mason Niblack, College Center Director and Secretary of
the committee, Miss Sandra Orletsky, program co-ordinator of
the college center, and students
Claire Denmen, Ray Weishapl ings. Discussions similar t o
and Arthur Kirk drove to the those of the previous day took
schools in order to evaluate place over lunch with Dr. Cashand draw ideas for Newark man, University of Minnesota
Vice . President and D.r D.
State's student union.
Zanters, Director of Student
On Friday, the group met Activities and Assistant to the
with Porter Butts, University Dean.
of Wisconsin Un ion Director,
Further information concernand his staff, and David K nox, ing the Committee of Ten will
President of the Wisconsin Un- appear in the December 2 ision. A personalized tour of the sue.
union and discussions on t h e
problems, programs and construction of the Wisconsin Union took place.
Saturday,
the committee
members toured the University
of Minnesota 's two union build-

NSC Receives
$52,000 Grant
For Adult Educ.
Recently, Newark State College received a $52,000 grant
for an adult education program to be devoted largely
toward basic adult education.
This is a federal grant from
the Office of E conomic Opportunity.
Newark State College will
be the Northern New Jersey
(Continued on page 8)

Students, Faculty
Fast For Freedom
November 18

Students and faculty at Newark State College, Union, are
invited to take part in a nation-wide "Fast for Freedom"
today November 18.
" F ast for Freedom" is a
United States National Student Association project lo
provide food for striking workers and other needy Mississippi Negroes and to aid newlyformed self-help corporations.
This is the fourth year of the
project.
Students will voluntarily abstain from one meal that day
(Continued on page 4)

M .A.A. president, Bill Gargiles, brought the matter before Finance Board after he
experienced trouble in purchas ing equipmemt. In a meeting on November 4, H was
ruled that the funds be frozen
since in the opinion of the Finance Board, the letter was
prohibiting the students from
administering student funds.
This prohibition, states Board
Member and Student Organization treasurer, Pat MacNam ara, explaining the Board's
act ion, goes against the principle of financ ial structure ot

th

~

Student

Ora:,euiae t1a11

s tudents to
s pe nd m oney in accordance
with their budget.
which authorizes

Both the Board and Mr. Gargiles recognized that this move
by the H ealth department provided a certain amount of prot ection for the funds. However, both parties felt that the
officers of the M .A.A. should
be allowed to purchase equipment without this restriction.
Therefore on Friday, November 5, the funds were released
on the supposition that a second letter would be sent to Solomon's recinding the Ii r s t.
This letter was never s e n t,
and consequently, on Wednesday, November 10, the funds
were frozen once again.
The situation at present has
Mr. Gargiles stating that he
does not see it as the role of
his organization to take a n y
a ction, nor seek any reason
for the letter, but only to wait
until a second letter is sent.
He stated that while the Jetter
was sent in the best interest
of the school, the wording prohibiting "any student" placed
to great a restriction on the

·-

M.A.A.-

He also stated that within
the three years of his administration as M.A.A. president
there have been no irregularit ies in spending. " In fact, "
continued Mr. Gargiles, "each
year the M .A.A. has turned
back about $1,000 to the Finance Board.
Mr. Zweidinger made no
m ention of either the actual or
the proposed letter as he stated that, "Without funds being
available, no program can be
run" and the decision to be
without the use of monies is
"a student choice, not a departmental one."

T H E I N D E-P E N D E N T .

J

What Is Right!

· November 18. 1965
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What certain faculty members think should be, and what
currently exists concerning the control of varsity athletics
at :.'-Jev:ark, Sl;ile College has reached a very unnecessary
friction . point.
· ,M.r. Zwiedinger, Chairman of the Heal,th and Physical
Educati~n Department, feels that the control of the intercollegiate athletic program should be reserved exclusively
to the faculty. In his opinion, the only function of the 1'.[en's
Athletic Association should be the control of the intramural
program. Mr. Zwiedinger's argument could be valid, but
for certain obvious reasons it does not hold. When the funds
for the intercollegiate program are provided by sources
other than student activity fees, the facu lty may take the
controls, but not until then.
. At present every student of this institution pays a forty
dollar activity fee. A11 organizations sponsored by Student

1

Council receive their money from these fees. In Order for
an organization to receive money, it must s ubmit a line
item budget to the Finance Board, a committee of Student
Council. The Finance Board appropriates all money on this
basis, but all appropriations are subject to final approval
by t he Student Council.
The Men's Athletic Association i s a Student Council
sponsored organization. It has a line item budget, and the
maj ority of its funds have been appropriated for the varsi ty
program since these are student funds, set aside by Student
Council specifically for the varsity program, the students
reserve the right to exercise complete control over them.

If Mr. Zwiedinger desires faculty control of the intercollegiate program, let him pressure the state into financing
it. The students will not allow their money to be turned over
to any faculty member or department. It is our money and
we are certain, beyond a doubt, that it is our right to control it.
However, Mr. Zwiedinger cannot seem to accept this.
Two weeks ago he asked that the M.A.A. voucher book be
placed in the Health and Physical Education office. It was
said to be for conv enience purposes.
Even though the Health and Physical Education Department excepting M.A.A. advisor Dr. Errington, has n o responsibility for the M.A.A. funds, the voucher book now
resides in the D 'Angola Gym.
We cannot say that Mr. Zwiedinger's department is not
responsible in any way for the program. After all, Coaches
Sullivan, Errington, and Karbe are all members of the
depar_tment. But in the same vein, the Mathematics department must have the same responsibility because Coach
Farakalas is a mathematics professor.

It has also come to the attention of Council and of the
Fi~ance Board that Mr. Zwiedinger has taken further responsibility upon himself. He saw it as his right to restrict
any student from purchasing athletic equipment for the
M.A.A. from Solomon's Sport Shop, without express consen t of a faculty member. We do not feel Mr. Zwiedinger
had any right or reason to take such action. Because of this
infringement or neglect of student rights by Mr. Zwiedinge~,
the Finance Board froze the M.A.A. funds. Student Council
then passed a motion to keep the funds frozen until a letter,
asserting the right of authorized members of the M.A.A.
to purchase equipment for the athletic program, has been
received by S olomon's Sport Shop.
We commend the Finance Board and the Student Council
for their direct and responsible action, but feel that further
steps should be taken by the Council to insure t~at . the
rights of students are not neglected again, by Mr. Zw1edrnger or any other faculty member.

The opinions expr essed in signed columns _or this newspaper do
n ot necessarily renect the opinions or the editors. Nor ls anything
printed in this l)Oper unless directly noted as such. to be taken as
official policy or opinion of the college.

Editor-in-Chief
PAUL J . MINARCHENKO
Raymond Tarella
Business Manage_r

Published every Thursday or the acndemic y~r. Dendline
material is the Fridny prior to publication.
OfficM-Coltege Centff

Phone: 21'-4550 11-2-31

M e mber Un ited Statu Student Pren Assocjation

EDY PJRIT

To the Editor :

On Friday, November 22. 19a real life drama took
place. The late President John
F. Kennedy was assassinated.
The President's death was a
tragedy that shall never , be
forgotten.
65,

The world see med motionless as a result of the tragedy.
People were dismissed from
their jobs. Students were permitted to leave their c I a s srooms. Businessmen c I o s e d
their
establishments,
and
masses o.f people crowded into
churches to pray. Prog rams on
radio and television were cancelled to a later date. Every
task became unimportant.
The days that followed were
hard lo bear. It was a burden
which rested heavily on the
hearts of everyone throughout
the nation. People appeared
dazed with grief. Sorrow and
sadness were felt by everyone.
May the perpetual light at
President Kennedy's g r a v e
serve as a reminder to us TODAY to k e e p brotherhood
al ive.
Sally Hughes, Seely.

l"or

this opportunity to thank you
for bringing to our attention
the six (6) major parking regulations - with the exception
that the time duration in No. 3
has been changed from five
(5) to fifteen (15) minutes.
Finally, Miss Koph, if you're
honest with yourself we're sure
you'll find that Mr. Coyle ''is
an adult member of his community."
John McParllahd
George Morrell''

REALLY!
To the Editor:

Well ! Well! I see the 1965 h:is officially
opened- Tau and Chi are at it
again!
I thought tha t perhaps some
new burst of maturity would
bring better feelings between
the two frats . Is tha t too much
to ask?
Naturally one will love h i s
brothers more than anyone
else, but I think there is still
room for mutual respect and
help.
Please, please, let's not have
anothe r year like last y e a r !
Did you ever consider combining your efforts for one great
cause- to make Newark State
a better college?
Eileen O'Shea
66 school year

To those who attended t h e
kite flying contest held on Saturday morning in conjunction
with fall weekend; take heart.
Not a ll such IFSC functions are
attached with such apathy and

let.

'68

A CHALLE GE?

To th~ Editor :

1 ask Thomas P. Coyle lo
reconsider his opinion of Sigma Theta Chi Fraternity as
expressed in his letter to the
Editqr {November 4, 1965). H
M r . Coyle is so concerned
about " lack of cooperation",
why hns h e not criticized his
own fraternity for their parties
which were held on various
nights of school functions? I
am sure, as Pres ident of Sigma Beta Tau, Mr. Coyle i s
aware of the party sponsored
by his group which took place
on the same night as Senior
Court. Where was his "aroused
feeling of spirit" on that evening? I wonder if it might have
been at a party not held on
campus.
I suggest to Mr. Coyle that if
he is truly interested in "all
better student interests here at
Newark State College", he forget about making a great issue of something as trite as a
Friday night fraternity party
and begin thinking about what
contributions he might make lo
the success of college events.

Furthermore, since I f e e 1
Mr. Coyle's letter is a prim e
example of an "antagonistic
act" which might very well
lead to a recurrence of art icles similar to last year's great
"football debates" between the
two
aforementioned
fraternities, I hope that more thought
is put into Mr. Coyle's future
choice of topics.

RESPO

E

To the Editor:

Yes, we firmly agree w i t h
Miss Koph and the Standards
Committee (the judicial backbone of Whitman Hall) to their
recent statement (November
4, 1965) that they both realize
it would be a miscarriage of
justice to punish an innocent
p:u-ty in the dorm for the act
or acts committed by an INAlso, we would like to take

If you were a pledge, were
you unimpressed with t h e
group you are· pledging Don't
answer out loud, you might
incriminate yourself.
The brothers of Phi entered
the contest with only O n e
thought, to compete. We a c _
cepled the challenge, but were
sorely unimpressed with the
competition. Phi intends t o
compete as a unified group in
many more school activities
w~lh that one thought, to do the
best job that we can. We don't
want apathy to spread into our
ranks any more than we wish
it to become a part of a n y
other organization. Don' t just
accept conditions as they are,
or those you dislike. Get out
and change them. Participate.
Support a program, an idea, or
a cause. Do something. 0 r
else prepare to go the way of
the d inosaur. Maybe for some
groups it is better to be extinct
than just to take up space.
We as a fraternity th r o w
down the gauntlet. To you who
are in a position of control, we
will challenge you. To you who
are silting on your hands, prepare to relinquish. To y o u
who fail to see the writing on
the wall, you are about to have
your eyes opened for you.
We will compete with y o u
vigorously and with a determination that will not faulter.
This is just the vanguarc of a
Herculean effort that we fed
is needed to get some• life into
our college. Join us, or oppose
us. But accept the challenge
now, lest your atrophied hand
be w1able to pick up the gaunt-

RECON lDER

Carol Williams, '66

INDEPENDENT

A,rtie Kirk
Managing Eduor

I

To th! Editor :

disinterest by its members as
was this one. Suppodedly, the
seventeen fraternities and sororities on campus voted and
agreed to hold such a contest.
Where were they all when the
hour of the contest came? Did
you who attended notice some
of the kites? Pretty poor showing conside rin g there was almost a month's time to build
and test fly them. Also consider the fact that the IFSC was
willing fo compensate e a c h
Greek organization up to $5.00
for the construction of a kite.
W i t h a bank account a n d
time to spare, why was it only
the kite built by Phi was able
to fl y in the allotted time limit
Maybe the work apathy is
again appropriate here.
Why was it one group enced
up burning its kite? Dramatic
wasn't it? Just think if everyone did that. Where would our
decorations have been for the
dance Saturday night? Just as
a matter of curiosity, was it
burned because it wouldn't fly,
or because of the obscene
drawings on it?
Was there no other group in
this college other than Phi who
considered l.be contest a challenge? Maybe they just didn't
feel like supporting the fall
weekend. Maybe they just
didn't care. When will people
learn that a last minute effort
looks somewhat pitiful compared to just a little care and
planning. Now really, was that
too much to ask?
If you were a Greek a n d
were watching, were you unimpressed? If you were a
Greek and weren' t there, why
not? Didn't you !eel it was important to go? You get out of
something what you put into it.
At least you wouldn't have just
heard what a flop the contest
was, you would have seen what
a flop it was.

Vincent A. De Santi:!
Member, Nu Sigma Phi

PIRIT
To the Editor:

To the Editor:
Where wei·e the fans Tuesday afternoon when the soccer
team played another one of its
ulcer causing and heartbreaking games? When the team
ran onto the field they were
greeted with the spirit killing
sight of the bleachers containing ONE fan. A few mo re
wandered in later but the damage was already done.
The veteran players a r e
quite used to it, and tell the
freshmen that twelve people
is twice as many as came last
year. Some students say they
don't know when the games are
held, even though the schedules
is in the student handbook. Who
is responsible for informing the
student body of when the
Squires need their support·t
Who is at fault? The M.A.A. ,
the cheerleaders, the team, or
some other group?
Or is the fault in our students, the same ones who complain becans~ we don't have a
football teanor, but are too lazy
or apathetic to walk from tha
snack bar to the gym lo support the team they do hav-e ?
Robert Bajor

Do you like to slci?
Or how about just getting
away for a weekend?
Like fun? Snow? Dancing?
Drinking?
A break from your daily
routine?
Watch for more information
on

KI \VEEKE D
coming very soon . ..

No, embw'11, l965
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Who is Ruppert Crud?
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BY MIKE LUSSEN
-·

Today we are ·interviewing
Ruppert Crud, a member of the
student body, on the subject
of student apathy. Mr. Crud, a
Biology major, spends most of
his time in a little cubicle
studying ferns, which are his
specialty. He did, however,
make himself available for this
interview, and hasn ' t be."!n seen
since.
Inctepe-ndent: Mr. Crud, how
would you assess the degree of
apa thy among the student
body?
C rud = Terrible, just terrible.
I~
: Well, what wou ld you
~ay is needed to combat this
condition?
Crud: Spirit, man, ya gotta
have spirit!
Incle p.: Do you think O f
yourself as an active member
of the student body?
Crud: Oh, yes, I'm certainly
not apathetic.
I~p.: Just how w~uld you
desc-nbe the importance o f
school activities in preserving
school spirit?
Crud: As a matter of fact
I'm glad you mentioned that'.
When I was a fr.e shman, I was
a member of "Young Demogog ues," the "Banal Review"
and the "Humanoid Society":
lndep: But you'r e a senior
n ow, what's happened since
then?
Cnlcl: You don 't expect me

to do a ll the work do you? I
did tny sh a r e, l et somebody

else do it.
Indep: So you still don 't
think you're apathetic, R u p pert?
Crud: Certainly not, I just
wish that this school had a
better image like some of th e
bigger universities. Frankly it
stinks. It's about time some~ne
did something. Anyway, I'm
very popular in the Snack Bar.
Indep : I see. We're glad that
you haven' t lost all interest in
campus life. You must have
enjoyed Fall Weekend.
Crud: Who? Oh, when is that
going to be held?
Indep : It was already - never mind.
Crud: Those n ame programs
never have any one decent. Besides that they charge t o o
much. Another
thing : t h i s
crummy place doesn't even
have a football team.
Inde p : Why don't you take
these things up with your Stu-

HAVE FUN

WORKING IN EUROPE.

WORK IN
EUROPE
L u xembourg - All types of

summer jobs, with wages to
$400, are available in Europe.
Each applicant receives a travel grant of $250. For a 36page illustrated booklet containing all jobs and application
f?rms _send $2 (handling and
airmail) to Dept. N, American
Student Information Service,
22 A venue de la Liberte,
Grand Duchy of Luxemboura.

dent Council Representative?
Crud : What has Student
Council ever done for me? All
they ever do on Friday afternoon is sit around and waste
time on trite subjects I i k e
academic freedom. No, I certainly don't need to know my
representatives, whatever their
names are.
lndep: Have you e ver been
to a Student Council meeting?
_ Crud: No, couldn't waste my
time. Nothing constructive is
ever accomplished. I have too
much to worry about with the
stupid parking regulations on
campus and all the ridiculous
tickets that I have to shell out
for .
Indep: Well, thank you very
much Mr. Crud, your remarks
have been very illuminating.
Let's hope that we can p u t
some dent into the appauling
monolith of apathy which ex-·
ists at N.S.C.
Crud: Yes, somebody ought
do something.
lndep: By the way, this interview will be printed in the
INDEPENDENT.
Crud : The what?

On November 15 the first recorded evidence of tobacco
smoking was recorded by
members of Columbus' crew
on the island of Cuba. T h e
custom of smoking seems to
have ·originated with the I ndians of the Western Hemis phere, probably as early as
100 A.D. Tobacco was used at
first principally in connection
with religious rituals, but by
the end of the fifteenth century tobacco smoking had become a common
personal
practice throughout the New
World. Tobacco was generally
supposed, according to the Indians, to possess medicinal
properties, and this was the
chief reason for the early u se
of it in Europe. Besides smoking tobacco, the Carib Indians
also used finely powered tobacco leaves as snuff; they inhaled the snuff through a hallow Y-shaped tube made of
cane by applying the forked
end to the nostrils and placing the other end close to the
powered tobacco. The name of
this instrument, which the native called a "tobago" or "tobaca", was later changed and
used to refer to the tobacco
cured leaves by the Spaniards.
The first s u bstantial cultiva-

was by the Spanish in 1531 a.t
Santo Domingo. The tobacco
grown soon furnished the chief
product in dema nd in Europe
as a commodity of exchange
for the manufactured articles
required by the coloniSts. The
use of snuff became the fashion in the court of Caterine de
Medici, Queen of France, who
had tried it as a remedy about
1561 at the suggeSt ion of her
ambassador to Portugal, Jean
Nicot. I t was in honor of the
ambassador that the tobacco
plant was later given the botanical name Nicotiana.
F rom the beginning overproduction was a serious economic problem. Following t h e
American Revolution, th e r e
was a great expansion in culture from the colonial ar.e as in
Virginia and Maryland i n t O
KeHtucky, Tennessee,
North
Carolina, Ohio and Missouri.
The use of the fire - curing
method in colonial days was
modified in the area of North
Carolina and Virginia about
1825 by the use of charcoal
which produced a d ifferent
type of cured leaf, eliminating
the effect of smoke on taste
and aroma. This method was
further modified following the
Civil War. White Burly variety

Two Years Later And
Still An Emptiness
.br .1..1. Clarb
John K ennedy l iked me.

I

know th at he did because I
was the only one he was really speaking to when he h e I d
his press con ferences or made
his speeches on foreign policy.
His j abbing finger came right
out through the picture tube
and it touched me as I sat in
my livingroom. When he censured the American people for
not doing m ore for their country, I knew that he didn't
mean the people, at all; he
meant me. I always thought I
was a pretty good friend of the
President's, too, so that when
h e died, I wrote a l etter to
his wife that was just a letter
from a guy in New Jer sey
whose friend had died and
she ·wrote back and th~nked
me for taking the trouble. I
still have that letter in my
desk, and it wasn't any trouble at all. But I don ' t need to
have much of John Kennedy to
know that he liked me. He
made me promise too many
things to myself, while he was
living, and I find myself forgetting them and not caring
about them, now that he is
gone. I made promises about
myself and about m y country
and about accepting other people from different races, and
he has been gone two y e a r s
now, and I am backsliding and
not keeping up my end of the
bargain with J ohn Kennedy.
The day he died, I didn ' t
know what to do. It was too
big a thing and he was too
good a friend, so I went out of
the livingroom and s t a r t e d
walking. As I walked, I saw a
thousand things that he touched with the fingers of his mind
and I saw a thousand people
who were friends of his, too,
each one a little different for
having known him. I saw
schools and airports and businesses that he had taken a lit-

tie time with and h ad turned
out to be structured a Jfttle

differently for the time he
took . It's a hard thing to expla in. They've named towns
a fter him and they've minted
up half-dollars wi th his h e a d
on them, but it's not really
John Kennedy, as I knew him.
These are only the trite imag~s of a flashbulb that you see
m your mind's eye after the
flash. These are only whisps
of smoke after the candle has
been put out. These are t h e
things that the great nationa l
political machines have hoisted on the Great Believing
Amer ican P.eople who want
desperately to believe t h a t
things are running right without Kennedy. Things to remind the people of the way
that things used to be when
Kennedy was alive and well.
But the machineries of peace
are not well-oiled and they are
not running smoothly, and they
can't make me believe it I
see the hollow-eyed politici~ns
on television and I listen to
their wheedling, whining voices and I know that this country is slipping into a quagmire
of fear. And I know why; my
friend John Kennedy is dead
and the machineries are turning out papier-mache politicians like L yndon Johnson a nd
Hubert Humphrey and all you
see in the papers anymore is
the robot Johnson pulling the
ears of his pet beagle and smiling for the cameras, as h i s
dignity and ours is raped and
mutilated. Or Abraham Beame
sputtering for an eloquent invective that he probably could
not pronounce even if he could
think of the words. I miss my
old friend J obn Kennedy and
I miss the pictures in the Sunday Supplements of the Kennedy F amily on its way in to
pray, in Hyannis Port, with
the children strung out behind

K ennedy like a row of Ch ristmas Tr- bulbs.
They've done ft though , just

as I knew they would the day
(Continued on page 11)

64), when George Webb
a
farmer in Brown County Ohio
found a mong h'1s p 1ants indivi-'
duals that were somewhat different in green coloring. These
tobacco plants when c u r e d
manifested a light yellowis h _
red color. The leaf was porous and was found to have a
hig~ absorptive c a p a c i t y,
which made it suitable for use
in manufacturing chewing and
smoking tobacco. It is st i 11
widely used in production of
tobacco for smoking today in
the United States.
Few agricultural
plants are
·
more sensitive than tobacco to
so1·1 and c1·imate conditions·
the former influencing the tex:
ture, the latter the aroma of
the leaves. Though vafieities
differ widely in both respects_,
these conditions are m a i n l y
instrumental in deciding the
character of products grown
in each locality. For instance,
when Connecticut Valley "cigar wrapper" varieties a re
planted on the heavy clay of
Tennessee, they lose th e i r
character of lightness, thiness
a nd elasticity and become int
elaS ic and tough.
In northerly areas tobacco plants are started in bot beds, in the south in nursery
beds, five or six weeks before
it is time to set them in the
field. During this period they
are protected from frost. I n
many areas the crop is grown
beneath cheesecloth to insure
h igh quality. On an extensive
scale the seedlings are transplanted an d c ultivat ed b y maCGUNt17'-

- ...._.. - - - - form buds- and
flower buds,
their tops are cut, except with
(Continued on page 4)

Christopher Fry ... Why
or Pheonix; A Foul Fowl
by Davi d Wald

In 1946 Christopher F r y
wrote his three character com ed y - A Phoenix Too Frequent. On April 25, 1946 " Phoenix" had its initial production
at the Mercury Theatre in London-and failed. A revival on
November 20, 1946 at the Arts
Theatre, London failed.
A
Broadway production on April
26, 1950 at the Fulton Theatre
faired miserably. Subsequent
attempts have met with critic' unanimous scorn. Yet
New Jersey theatre troupes
h ave displayed a compulsion
to present this work. The frequency with which " Phoenix"
is "served" might constitute
the renaming of the play, "A
Failure Too Frequent(ly)."
On Thursday, N ovem,b er 4,
Company 13 under the auspices of the College Center Board
presented a twin bill to a handful! of people in the Little
Theatre. Company 13 is obviously
not
a
superst itious
group--their curtain riser was
" A Phoenix Too Frequent. "
The comedy tells the story of
the romance found by Dy namene in the tomb of her late
husband Virilius. The play
really isn't as bad as its illustrious career might indicate.
It is written in verse and contains many fine metaphors and
biting comments on life's foibles. The cast included Marianne
McAndrew,
Margaret

Sheehan and Peter Haig.
The total performance was
ineffective due to the quality
of the script, acting a nd direction. This production, the most
current to my knowledge, gave
me an idea. Acting r i g h t s
should be taken off this drama. There are some plays
that just can't be successfully
produced "Phoenix" has;
proven this by getting the bird
for close to twenty years.
Too, there are some literary
works that can successfully be
given stage treatment. Com•
pany 13's second effort - Oscar Wilde's "The Ballad of
R eading Gaol" is an example
of a fine piece of literature
that "l!an be presented effectively ·ID,i_t wasn't. Wild-e's 109
stanza oallad of prison Hie was
recited i'rra sing- song manner
by John Leighton (Sorry, Margaret). Some sluggish sta ge
movement was thrown in but
this could not cure the ennui
that had already contaminated
the audience.
Despite the combined disas•
ter presented , I must give credit to any group that tries to
reach this culturally barren
wasteland. of a •campus. However, Company 13, there is a
limit to the obstacle-s anyone
should try to overcome. Your
superstititious n ame should be
enough. Don't jinx yourselve1
with insuperable material and
talent as well.
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Fall Weekend May
Conservative IS
Liberal
Be Monetary Success
•
or: Who Believes Ill Man
By CARROL CAGLE
(CP S) - For variety, a nd to
antagonize my friends who call
themselves conservatives (and
h opefully, to clarify a bit this
dreary business of right, left
and center), I would like to begin this column with a different premise.
Which means we're going to
have to define conservative. A
conservative is, or should be,
someone who loves the society
in which he lives and wishes to
conserve it.
T od a y ' s
conservatives,
t hough, want to conserve th e
way things are because they've
got plenty of money, or security, or power, or something.
They're right, for the w r ong
reason.
The significant point is that
these people do not perceive
the integral nature of society
and that means both Asia and
West, not just the United
States. They wish for things to
remain simple, uncomplex, undisturbed by the rising passions
which threaten their own security.
They are narrow in outlook
a nd r eactionary in response.
They fail to see that unless the
common good is taken care or,
e ventually the good of each individual w i 11 be sacrificed.
They are so busy worrying
about themsel ves that they
have no time or interest i n
thinking about the progress of

the community - meaning the
world.
I would say that many of
what we call liberals nowadays recognize the common
pred icament of mankind more
perceptively than the conservatives. The liberals believe that
for the system to endure, it
must change, else it will become so hide-bound it w i I 1
perish in the face of change.
The liberals see the bigger
picture, as it wer e. They know
that any nation cannot seal itself off from the great forces
which shape the world. T h e y
know that attention must be
given to the world in its entirety rather than only the things
which bring immediate comfort.
This is not to say that all
liberals are intellectual gia n ts
and all conservatives narrow
minded tightwads. It is dangerous to speak in absolutes; I
am trying to point out some
broad generalities in the hope
of promoting debate on m y
contentions.

It is fashionable to run down
the concept of globalism, or
one-worldism as it is frequently
called.
B ut surely the ancient doctrine of self-interest will eventually be seen for the failure it
is. Self-interest (and its expanded doctrine, nationalism)
leads only to conflict when it
is not tempered with concern

WEDDING SPECIAL
24-8xl0 Regal Natural Color Candid

Wedding Photographs
l-White Library Style Albmn
I-Imprinting of Bride and Groo1n 's
Nan1e and Date in 24 Karat Gold

l-9x12 Master Bridal Portrait
2-8x l0 Bridal Portraits for New
paper R eproduction

ALL FOR $164.95

Richard's Studio
125 South Orange Avenue
South Orange, N. J.
763-4944

for fell ow men. Look at Pakistan and I ndia right now. No
one wants the war to go on, but
no one seems able to stop it.
The common interest is for
the war to end but sci[ inte1·est
of each country demands that
fighting continue.
People in this country, again
many of them so-called conservatives, say we are in Southeast Asia because we must stop
commumsm. This supposedly
is in our self-interest. W h a l
would be ou1· reaction if China
established a toothold in South
America for the purpose o f
"stopping democracy?"
Ideologies come and g o .
Structures
of
government
change. Sw·ely we make a mistake when we accept as "inalienable" and "god - given"
the practice of capitalism, the
victory
of
democracy over
communism, etc.
It is agonizing to relinquish
ideals 'A'hich have been with us
a long time, such as the inherent rightness of the American way of life and the inherent evil of things un-American. But the transition would
not be so cruel if a substitution of ideals we r e made: a belief that all men must progress
together in order that e a ch
might progress individually.
This is what the conservatives miss when they look after
self - interest or national interest first, before considering
the inter ests of mankind. E,·c r yoJ1c's fi rst tenet should be
belief in man, who has had a
roug h tin, e surviv ing during
bitter fights with his fellow
man involving narrower issues
It is a matter of priorities.
We should see that every man
has enough to eat before we
apend another billion on beating the Russians to the moon.

(Cagle is a student at the University of New Mexico where
he was editor of the New Mexico L obo last year.)

900 More Frosh:
Construction to
Begin in Spring
Projected figures for t h e
class of 1970 provide for a total
of nine hundred freshmen, with
a total enrollment seen as
reaching 2900.

Fall Weekend 1965 may turn out to have been a money-making event. The final tabulation has not been made as not all bills
have been received, however, it is already evident that the S1 ,643.00 loss incurred last year will not have been repeated.
The Prog1 amming Committee of the College Center Board prepared a questionnaire which
- - - - - - - - -was distributed to the students students, however, the g a t e
of this college irrespective of sales turned out lo be the bigwhether or not they attended gest of the three nights .
Fall Weekend. The purpose of
That many of the students
this questionnaire according did not realize that Friday and
to committee chairman. Rich- Sunday night's affai1s were not
ard Davidson. was to discover dated affairs was cited as a
the reaction of the student bo- factor contributing to the low
dy to the program presented attendance.
and to give the students the
-----opportunity lo voice their opinion concerning the type of entertainment they would like lo
( Continued fro m p a g e 3)
see.
From this questionnaire the cigar leaf plants and unless
committee
found that t h c seeds are desired. When the
choice of the Ray Block or- foliage begins to turn yellow,
chestra was a good one, with the plants are cut by hand durapproximately 730 people at- ing the midday, usually near
tending the Saturday nigh t the ground. They are then cui·dance. This was the e v e n t ed in various ways both out
which drew the heaviest atten- of doors and in special barns.
The plant is believed to have
dance. Sunday night's attendance, however, was consider- originally been native to tropied disappointing. The reason cal America, but the plant in
for the comparatively small a truly wild state is unknown.
turnout (500 attended) seemed It is a coarse, rank-growing,
to be in the publicity given to sticky-hairy annual with a n
unbranched stem, six feet or
the Bitter End Singers. Though
the singers lean more toward more in height, bearing very
the rock and roll field, they large leaves one to two feet in
were publicized as specificalJy length; long, trumpet-shaped,
a folk group. Competition with usually pink or rose - colored
other big name groups appear- flowers and minute, exceedinging in the area was also seen ly numerous seeds.
as a possible reason for the low
attendance.
Friday night's Bonfire and
program in the Little Theatre
( Continue d from page 1)
attracted collectively about 225

Science On

Student Faculty

a nd

Kappa Delta Pi

Holds Informal
Counseling Hour
F r eshmen counselin!!:
was
begun in a manner different
from previous years as Kappa
Delta Pi, education society,
conducted a meeting with the
Class of '69 on October 14. The
topic of discussion was freshman study habits. The society
has compiled a booklet on this
subject.
Kappa Della Pi presented
their program in the hope that
the freshmen would feel free
to speak their minds in a situation more relaxed than that
of the classroom. It was felt
that the program was successful a11d that the freshmen were
very open in stating their
views while gaining insight into the proper methods of studying. This, it was felt, was
due to the mode of presentation in which members conveyed suggestions based on experience, not on the ideal situation.

Enrollment increases w e r e
made possible through the utilization of the YMHA building
which has mad•e it possible lo
accommodate 500 students who
otherwise would have to have
been refused admission f o r
lack of space.

Student Council

More classroom space w i I I
be available after the completion of the four - story classroom building. This bu ilding,
along with a new library and
food services building h a v e
been scheduled to be under
construction this spring. Architectural designs have b e e n
completed and buildings w i l I
be bid out during the n e x t
three months. T he buildings
will be located near the present library. President Wilkins
stated t hat t he progr ess of
these additions is satisfactor y .

in order to discover a feasible
program for Newark Slate.
Also at this meeting the National Student Association requested and was granted council support of the fourth annual "Fast for Freedom" to be
conducted by NSA and the Student Committee for Advancement Through Education (SCATE) at this college
and
t hroughout the Coun try on
T hursday, November 18 (see
stor y page one) Cou ncil urged
the entire stud en t body to p a r ticipate in this pr oje ct which

( Cont inued from pag e 1)

con tribu t ~'

the

a m ount

they would have spent to the
func!•. The USNSA hopes to
raise $50,000 this year in this
manner. According to the national organization, more than
80,000 s tudents abstained from
a meal last year, contributing
$38,063.43 to the fund.
The National Student Association, of which the student organization of Newark S t a t e
College is a member, is a confederation of student governments at 300 colleges and universities representing a total
enrollment of over one mill ion
students.
Here at Newark State, SCATE will conduct the fast in
conjunction with NSA. A hootenanny is being held. in t h e
Little Theatre where donations
are being accepted.
President Lyndon B. Johnson is supporting the "Fast for
Freedom." He made the following statement October 29:
Concern for the needy, and
a ready willingness to help are
among the strongest traditions
of our nation. The Thanksgiving Fast for Freedom is true
to those high traditions.
By foregoing one meal on
Novembe 18, American students willgive witness to theil'
compassion--- and will le n d
much needed assistance to families threatened by cold and
hunger.
I hope that students across
the land will give support to
this worthy project. Certainly it
is appropriate that. we pause
this Thanksgiving, not only lo
review our many blessings,
but to renew our determination that all citizens shall enjoy those blessings.
is an attempt to pur chase
Thanksgivin g dinners for 5000
Mississippi families, man y of
whose members h ave lost
their jobs because of wor k in
the Civil R ights Movem ent.

T HE
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USSPA R,eceivies $55,700
Grant From Carnegie Corp.
1

by The Roosevelt Torch
The United States Student Press Association ( USSPA) will receiVE· a grant of $55,700 from Carnegie Corporation of New York,
the educational foundation announced November 8, 1965.
A newspaper with a circulation of over 4,000,000 would be regarded as exerting a substantial amount of iniluence and this is jus t
about the number of people the
of intensive reading, discusmore than 1,000 USSPA college
sion,
and writing preparatory
newspapers reach. The editors
to a year ahead as chiefs of
of these papers play an imtheir college papers. During
portant role in formulating,
this session the participants
stablizing, and reflecting campwill evaluate the most effecus opinion.
The United States Student tive means of analyzing variPress Association will hold ous issues in the campus press,
including sources of informathree weekend seminars in
tion, editorial campaigns, andFebruary, March, and April
and a five - week seminar d,ur- the conflict between students
ing the summer of 1966 for s tu- as reportei·s and students as
dent editors and some junior participants.
NEWSPAPERS LIMITED
staff members, students repreThe general secretary of the
senting different groups, proUnited
States Student Press
fessors, administrators, a n d
Association, and last year's edexperienced• journalists.
itor of the Michigan Daily, H.
IMPROVE COMMUNICATION
Alan Pifer, acting president Neil Berkson said, "Many colof Carnegie Corporation, in an- lege newspapers have turned
to a continuing discussion of
nouncing this grant said, "One
the
substantive issues of highunderlying premise is implicit
er
ec-ucation,
but have been
in this entire program. I m proved campus communication limited by their lack of perspective. Three years on one
js a critical need. Students and
provided
neither
faculty need to know more campus
enough
depth
n
o
r
needed
about higher education in general and their own institutions breath to understand and excomplicated
events."
in par ticular so that they can plain
-play a more creative and con- Through these seminar s the
structive role in determining Association hopes to provide
college editors with a broader
policy. Such a role can only
perspective of the substantive
lead to greater understanding
issues
of higher education.
of and identification with their
Carnegie Corporation of New
institutions."
York was founded in 1911 by
The purpose of the weekend
Andrew Carnegie for the adseminars is to raise and anavancement and diffusion o f
fyre ~suu in h~h~edu9tioo
knowledge and understand-ing
and discuss ways of presenting
among
the peoples of the Unitthese issues in the college '!)aper. Each seminar will be sub- ed States and certain Comstantially the same and w ill be monwealth countr ies. lls assets now total approximately
inclusive enough to interest eel,..
$243 million. Grants are made
itors publ ishing daily papers a
well as those publishing month- from income only.
ly.

FIVE-WEEK
PREPARATION

The summer seminar will
,be for editors - elect. Twenty
newly _ appointed student editors will meet for five weeks

Coming!!
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Country Girl
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Viet Students
View the War;
F eelingsMixed
(CPS) - The range of feeling in the South Vietnamese
student community on the war
in Vietnam is almost as wide
as that found among th e i r
American countel'parts, a c cording to the Washington Star.
Tbe restless and intensely
nationalist students of South
Vientam have their own ideas
of how the war can be won and
how their nation can be rescued from the political and economic "dark ages."
These views range f r o m
urging the West to formulate
a grand design that would help
solve Communist China's food
problems to suggestions o f
bombing China with atomic
weapons.
Some support the aim of Saigon's present military rulers
to send troops across the 17th
parallel to overthrow Ho C h i
Minh.
A small left - wing group
favors formation of a coalition
government with the C o m munists.
Many South Vietnamese students are highly critical of the
United States' economic effort
in their country. They contend
that the U.S. has paid for the
war and provided emergency
relief where necessary but has
taken no steps twoard building
(Contin:.ied on page 6)
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Berkeley Is Brewing Again
New lssu-es, New Disturbances
by Neil Berkson.
The Collegiate Press Service
( First of a two-part series.)
Berkeley, Calif. (CPS) - On
the ffrst day of last month,
the Daily Californian, student
newspaper at the University
of California
Berkeley,
printed the following quotes in
its editorial columns:
"As many as 3,000 students
jammed the Student Union Sproul Hall Mall yesterday, as
the Bancroft-Telegraph
controversy reached a new peak
of activity.
"New moves by both sides
included an arrest by the University police, a successful attempt by the demonstrators to
trap the Deans in their Sproul
Hall office, and the immobilization of a University police
car by a group of aroused students.
"Later a new force joined
the fray-an anti - demonstration that errupted late last
night.
"Gov. Edmund G. Brown issued a statement on the controversy during the day. 'This
is purely and simply an attempt on the part of the students to use the campus unlawfully by soliciting funds
and recruiting students for offcampus activities,' he said."
-October 2, 1964
The D a i l y Call ran the
quotes without comment under
the headline:
"Remembe1·. . . ". And none
of the 30,000 Berkeley students
and facul ty had to work very
hard to recall ima ges of the
Free Speech movements. . .
Mario Savio, Steven W e i s sman, and Bettina Aptheker . . .
a massive sit-in at Sp r o u l
Hall. . .Clark Kerr addressing
the campus at an outdoor theatre with Savio attempting to
follow him and being dragged
away by police. . .The abortive
Filthy Speech Mov.e ment. . .
Kerr's resignation and subsequent withdrawal of that resignation. . .Regent's studies,
legislative reports . .. and interim chancellor, a new chancel-

lor. . .new rules, more n e w
rules. . .harsh court sentences
of demonstrators that a re still
being appealed.
But the memories are dim,
for this is a live, throbbing
campus. It is neither ashamed
nor boastful of last year-it is
more concerned with the present.
The present means Vietnam ;
and the profound issues of academic reform raised l a s t
year by the FSM have b e e n
partially shunted' aside. T h e
FSM's successor, the Free Student Union, has grown weak as
most campus activists h a v e
become deeply involved in the
Vietnam Day Committee.
The FSU, which had 4,000
members within two weeks of
its founding last April, d r e w
fifty people, to its meeting last
week. It has been hit by internal dissension and by the lack
of a strong program, but primarily it has been hurt because Vietnam is now "the issue" at Berkeley.
As a nother example, the
once-popular Congress of R a cial Equality here is also declining. Membership is down;
meetings l i g h t I y attended.
"With students it's not so
much the crucialness of t h e
nam is "the issue."
"All of us feel the colossal
pressure of the war," Bettina
Aptheker,
instrumental
in
both the FSM and FSU, says.
"All of us feel that if it escal ates academic freedom won't
mea~ a bloody thing."

Paul Ivory, an assistant professor of economics and member of the VDC steering committee, declar es that the Vietnam war "is the most impo1·tant political crisis America
has faced in my maturity."
The base of the VDC is
broader than the university .
Its 30-member steering committee which drew 7,000 people to a march through t h e
town of Berkeley on Oct. 15,
includes a cook, a longshoreman and a practising psychia-

Bob Kulikowski
His Private War
I do not know very much about courage, but I would say that
Bob Kulikowski was a courageous person. He was only 19 or so
but there were elements of strength and conviction in him that
are not in me. Of this I am certain. He is dead now, from born;•
cancer, and I need never fear for my own propriety that he will
pick up a copy of this newsIf you have been at Newark
paper and read about himself
State for a couple of years then
and, be embarrassed. I would
you must remember K ulikownot want a thing like that be•
ski swinging down the corritween me and Bob Kulikowski.
dors on his crutches. Y o u
It would be an unpleasant
might have thought at first
thing.
that he bad some casual in~
jury - a trick knee or a twistThe school is going to do
ed ankle but then you looked
something very fine in t h e
memory of Bob, just because down to where his leg should
he lived this kind of life that he have be-en and there was nothing there but a pinned-up pants
lived and because he died the
way that he did. The school is l eg. You remember the massetting up two $200 scholarships sive neck and shoulder muscles pulsing as he moved, and
and they will soon be coming
the thick, angry ropes in his
around knocking on alJ t h e
arms that tightened up h i s
doors of the organizations and
shirt when he walked. All this
clubs on campus asking for
money. If you knew Bob - even but his eyes told you that he
a little, as I did - then you will was losing his private w a r
find it very difficult to refuse with cancer. It had taken his
to contribute to the scholarship leg away and then it had regrouped, it forces and moved
drive. L et me remember him
(Continued on page 9)
for you.

trist, besides faculty and students.
Amidst all the national publicity the march has drawn,
f ew
people
r ealize that it
avoided violence a nd civil disobedience. Speaking for t h e
administration, John Searle ..
assistant to Berkeley's n e 1,1·
c hanceJJor, Roge r W. Heyns ..
said on Oct. 17, "It is im portant that the public be made
aware that the marches were
orderly throughout, that t h e
marchers refused to respond
to provocations, and that every effort was made to avoid
dange rous confrontations."
To focus just on the VDC,
however, is to ignore the extreme diversity of activity on
the Berkeley campus. "People
don' t realize the tre mendous
vitality of this place," University of Cal ifornia Pres ident
Clark Kerr has said. " Y o u
could have gone through the
whole of las t year here without ever realizing anythin g
was wrong." He is probably
right. Many students here an•
little involved w ith Vietnam.
Some have other issues: wa lking by the Sathe r Gate one
can hear and engage in arguments on everything from fref'
love to the condition of agricultural laborers.
At the same time, the ne,\·
Berkeley
administ ration
is
working to create a new atmosphere in both the curricular and extra-curricular areas.
Searle's statement about the
VDC, for instance would have
been unheard of last year.
( Next week: A l ook a t Berkeley's new chancellor, Roge r
W. Heyns, and at other facets
of the institution.)

Directory Ready
Ahead of Time
Now Available
The new Student D irectory
has been completed long ahead
of schedule and will be d istributed next week. Jim K ennedy, chairman of the Director_,..
Committee, found the work
progr essing smoothly due to
the help of his committee
members, (J ohn Firman, Carol Auterino, Sue Y o u n g and
Isebelle Mc Dade) and a l s o
Mr. Daniels, and the gir ls in
Whitman Hall.
Mr. Daniels had the l ist of
the student's names completed
for the committee, but w i t h
the telephone numbers missing. The residential students
answered the plea for help and
withfl'(_the mon th had the phone
numbe.r~ completed. The committee then compiled all of this
a long with the special f eatures
of the direc tory - designa ting
dorm students by • and l isting each student s' curriculum .
A touch of humor was a dded
by guest cartoonist Fred Bouble.
Due to the li mited printing.
each s tudent must present either an I.D. or his l ibrary card
to receive the.- directory. If
anyone is unable to receive
one on the day of distribution
he can get one at the Student
Organization Office by presenting identifica tion.
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College No Longer Provides NJEA-An Ostrich
Safe Refuge From the Draft With H,ead In· Sand?
(CPS) - Students, especially graduate student s, an:: finding themselves in the Selective Service
hotseat as local draft boards begin to tighten the ir requirements for student deferments.
Tl;le extent to which students will be called in the next few months cannot be accurately determined since local draft boards set their own standards in this regard. What is certain, however, is
tHat some students will be called . In fact, some students will be called. Jn fact, some have already
been ordered to appear for
national health, safety, and in- or draftable.
physicals-- the firS t step •in terest."
The clerk of the board said
the induction process.
How.ever, at least five stu- tha t a r.egistrant's course of
Behind it all is the nsmg
dents working toward doctor- study and grades were b o t h
month1y draft quotas because ates at Columbia University considered in granting a deferof the build-up of forces in Vi- have been notified of defer- ment. A s tudent of the social
etnam and the expansion of
active-duty forces to t h r e e ment reviews. One of the stu- sciences would be reclassified
million- an inc rease of some dents, David Whitcomb, presi- 1-A befor.e a student of engineering of the natural sciences,
300,000. The build-up in Viet- dent of the Student Council,
has been told to report for a the clerk said.
nam a nd the expansion of the
Bes ides those at Columbia,
number of men on active duty pre-induction physical.
At
Columbia
it
appears
that
several
other colleges reportwere ordered by the Pr.esident
only d octoral candidates a r e ed that full-time students had
this summer. Since then draft
calls have risen each month to being notified of pending draft received notice that their apl evels that are the highest calls. Although good grades plications for deferment h a d
since the end of the Korean have been accepted in the past been denied.
At Harvard, at least f o u r
War. The December call will as evidence that a student is
progressing satisfactorily, the law students from Tulsa, Oklabe 45,224.
l aw prohibits selection among homa, and Baltimore were reAlthough the policy of natur- students to be based on scho- ported to have been den i e d
al headquarters is to encour- lastic averages.
student
classification.
The
age the d eferment of students,
Of the students at Columbia Harvard Crimson said that one
some local boards have found having trouble with their de- of the students had been told
th'e mselves unable to m e e t ferments, at least two are that he could not even receive
their quotas without a severe
from the Bronx. One, a gra- a 1-AC classification which
tightening of the requirements duate student in political sci- would allow him to finish the
for student deferment.
ence, is taking 15 credits, or year.
,The request by the national thr.ee more than the minimum
The law permits a student
Selective Service officials that
suggested by the New York satisfactorily pursuing a full students be deferred covers Sel ective Service office
as time course of study to be degraduate students as well as meeting requirements for de- ferred until the end of the acaundergraduates. The law offid emic year, should he be callferment.
cially states that a local board
ed for induction. However, onmay defer a student w h o s e
The student said his draft ly one such deferment is perstudy "is found to be neces- board had asked him to ex- mitted .
sary to the maintenance of the plain the relevance of his "stuRussell S. Beecher, a Hardies and future plans" to the
vard
instructor who often
na tional interest, health a n d
counsels students of military
safety.
matters, said that th e reclassiAfter the student h ad t o l d fication of students appeared
the boa rd he had worked for to be "scattered incidents,"
Rep. Jonathan B. Bingha m , a but there was some fear that
Bronx D emocrat, and intend- "it might become a trend."
ed to "go into government
New York University and
work," he was classified 1-A,
( Continue d on page 9 )

<tamival Part

of 4-in- l

Spring Weekend

Carnival for 1966, according
to the Carnival Committee, is
an endeavor which will differ
significantly
from
previous
years. T he entire weekend of
May 6th, 7th, and 8th is to include not only Carnival, but
a lso Homecoming activities
and Paren ts' Day.
The possibilities of sponsoring a dance and a name program for this weekend are being explored by the Carnival
Committee. Changes in the
Carnival itself include plans for
f ewer
booths
and possible
floats .
Carnival, Homecoming, Parents' Day, and Spring Weekend are incorporated into one
weekend in an attempt to involve more students, alumni,
and the outside community in
the endeavor, explained Miss
Or letsky, advisor of the Carnival Committee.
As a continuation of the policy adapted last year, this
year's Carnival proceeds will
be donated to the Student Union Fund. Total procee ds of
l ast year's Carnivai amounted
to $3,313.36.
M embers of the Carnival
Committee are Chairman Fred
Marks, Don Merwin, T i m
Flynn, and Tom Caloia and also J ackie DiClementi, publicity chairman; Bill Garg ii es,
chairman of the queen c o n test; Anne Frantantoni, Sharon
Garabrant,
and Alexis
Fisher.
Anyone wishing to help i n
planning Carnival 1966 is asked
to contact members of the Ca rnival Committee as soon as
possible.

BOOK & SUPPLY
STORE

½ PRICE

by R. Postman
I view the present teachers strike in Perth Amboy v,-ith some
alarm. The teachers striking in this town are members of the
AFL-C IO affiliated union ; the announced pur.pose of the strike is
to obtain the right of collective bargaining.
It is a sad ,c ommentary on the NJEA that a situation like th is
should arise. Over the years,
the NJEA has been slowly ab- which existed in New York.
dicating its leadership by not For many years the welfare
taking any really active stands workers complained about salon many of the pressing issues aries and working conditions.
T ime after time they were rein education, for instance the
integration issue. Into this vac- minded that they were public
servants and, under the law,
uum has moved the AFL-CIO,
could not strike. In time the
so that we now have teachers
in one town on strike, and al- welfare workers wer e organized and d id indeed go on strike.
most half the teach ers in NewThe city and the st-ate of New
ark belonging to a union other
York found that any action that
than the local teachers union.
they took against such a uniThere are undoubtedly other
versal strike was quite useless
towns where the AFL-CIO is
and futile. They were forced to
organizing teachers.
set up a "committee" to solve
The NJEA and the town ad- the problems; collective bargaining by another name. I
ministrators
content
themam not implying that these two
selves with saying that the unions have no legal right to situations are alike in every
strike, and they dare t he un- way, but there are certainly
ions to take it to court. Many many striking similarities.
I would ask the NJEA, the
of the townspeople, politicians,
and administrators also point townspeople, and the administrators - are you going to let
out that teachers are profes this problem degenerate to this
s io-nals and have a responsibilistate? Will your choice, N JEA,
ty to the town and to the chilbe to take active steps to imdren, and therefore shoulcln't
prove the lot of the teacher, or
strike.
will you remain staedfast, to
It reminds me of a situation
closely intertwined with the
State Administration and a 1 low the AFL-CIO, at union
whose main interest is NOT
education, t o take over?
(Continued from page S),
Mr. Citizen, will you continue
to call the tea::-her a proup the nation's economy in any
fessional and yet refrain from
lasting way.
supporting professlonal p a y
for him? Will you continue to
In • recent days, Vietnamese
students who have been quiet say that a teacher has n o
right for YOU to s.trike and dea nd docilEi for s ome time, have
been stirring again. Those at mand terms which suit you is
Hue University have demand- basic to the democratic proed the overthrow of the pre- cess?
sent government.
Mr. Adminis trator, w ill you
actively support the teachers
Thousands of Saigon students
in your school system, a n d
have bee n active in $300,000
fight with them for the pay and
project, financed by the U.S.,
conditions they deserve, or will
that sent them into the counyou remain aloof, distant from
t ryside to work in the villages.
the problems?
However, last week student
leaders criticized the America
Just to interject a thought on
director of the project and ac- the matter of pay: there are
c used him of favoritism and approximately 190 school days
plotting to divide the student - assuming that there are 30
pupils in a class, a teacher
community.
would have to receive a salary
of $5,700 to receive $1 per day,
per student or 20c per hour, per
student. This does not include
any time spent planning, a n y
other time spen t with students,
(Con tinued fro m page 12)
or any other time spent on the
chetto, Sam Sabilouski, Gene multitude of extra duties each
teacher has. While this pay is
Mandzy, and Ray R opoleski.
not bad, it is certainly n o t
Ah Yes!, remember that Bob good.
Cross will be returning to the
In closing I would like to say
goal s and can be expected t o that I would find nothing more
give a fine consistent performJ Continued on page 9)
ance.

Viet Students

Squiremen Finish

SALE

In conclusion, recall an old
adage :
WAIT TIL NEXT YEAR!

English Club meeting, Thursday, November, 18th, at 3:00
p.m., in room T-108.
Dr. E. Wendt will present
s lides of Europe and the Near
East.
Future activities i n cl u d e
theater trips, guest lecturers,
and literar y discussions.
All interested students a r e
invited.

On November 30

-
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Everything on our Art Supply Rack
Limited tiine Only

The Clothes Closet

SPORTIQUE!!
Comes to Union, N. J.

-NOTICES

BILLY LIAR

.

NEW AUDITORil,"M
TUES. & WED.
NOV. 23, NOV. 24
8:30 P .M.

T• H E - I N D E P E 'N D "£ N' T . -,,,;
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• FEEL · BURNED UP LATELY?
• GETTING TIRED OF AGREEING?
• DO YOUR FRIENDS WALK AWAY WHEN
YOU START TO DISCUSS THE NEED FOR
1
A POLICY CHANGE?
Nine out of ten successful demonstrators r ecouuuend

ANTAGONISTS FOR ALL OCCASSIONS
SERVICE, INC.
Add a touch of experience to that demonstration
of yours ... Give it a sting of Perfection.

Co-ordinate yom· take-o"·er . . leaYe it to the pros ...
HUNDREDS OF THEMES TO CHOOSE FROlf:
The ever popular sit-in ... Also, walk-ins ... run-ins . . . slide-ins. Hunger demonstrations ( we supply the lack of food prepared by our own trained dietcians) . .. military coups ... marches on anywhere, any time ... E-nlightened pickets for all occasions from the 'House of Halldark' ... emotion packed folk singers . . . dry matches!

Thousands of "fill-in" placards

"Do,~ n
1

w1°th . . . . . . . . . . . . " ,

" God Bless .... .... .... ",

"No more ........ . .. . ",

"War Is ... .... ..... '\

"Freedom For . . . . .. .. . . ~. ",

"We shall over . . ....... . . . ",

" Excelcior" ., "God R est ye Me rry . . .. . .. ..... "

STOP AT OUR SHOW ROOMS SOON TO LOOK OVER OUR SELECTION
OF CONVINCING METHODS. THEY ARE CENTRALLY LOCATED
-In New York at 125th St. & 8th Ave.; Midtow n Displ,a,y at lst Ave. & 42d St.
Downtown at Was hington Square.
In Washington on Pennsylvania Ave. For out-oi-towners we have
branches in Berkley, Selma: Perth A mboy and Flagstaff, A rizona.

CALL NOW AVOID THE 1966 FISCAL YEAR RUSH. DON'T LET
YOUR ATTENTION GETTING IMPULSE DIE OF AMATEURISM
RE1\1EMBER, "\\TE AI 1.. TO SLEEZE

I
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Elllotional Maturity
•
How IS
it Measured?
b y Joe Valvano

I have often heard the term "emotional maturity" used in reference to certain individuals. When
~n adult ~.€,~aves in a manner similiar to that of a child, we classify him as being "emotionally
immature. Is there some way to measm·e emotional maturity in an individual? I s there some
yardstick that one can apply?
My purpose in this article is not to give a pat definition of emotional immaturity, for immature
behavior has too many facets.
Instead, I am setting down
what psychologists, in general,
,believe are some standards
which make it fairly easy to
tell whether one is emotionally
mature or immature.
It is well esta blishec!- t h a t
the infant is dependent on his
parents for just about eve1-ything, but as he grows older
he gradually assumes responsibility, and gains in self-confidence. One becomes able to
rely on him. Some children,
however, grow into adults but
still cannot be relied upon.
This person always 1 e a v e s
things undone; obligations unattended. He also lacks the ability to make C.-:!cisions. Instead, he relies on others to
solve his problems. The emot;onally immature individua l is
continually running to his parents or friends, seeking theilaid and their guidance. The
emotionally mature p e r s o n
may seek advice, but in the
end, he makes his own decisions and relies on his own
jud,gement. He possesses seUreliance, which is one measure of emotional maturity.
In the habitual show-off you
have the adult child with a basic need to boast about his accomplishments. The w o m a n
who wants to impress others
with her social standing or her
beauty, and the man who must
constantly tell everyone he
meets how successful he is,
are both showing a lack of maturity. An individual's feel ings
of inadequacy or inferiority
1>ush him to constantly try to
show to others how valuable
and important he is. A mature
person is relatively free from
the need to prove h imself superior to others- a second requirement for meas uring emotional maturity.

It is characteristic of l h e
young chilc!- to be self-centered, for at birth and for a short

NSC Receives
(Con!inued from page l)
Cen ter while Glassboro State
College will be the Southern
New J ersey Center. These two
colleges must train the certified elementary school teachers who will in turn, t e a c h
these a dults "basic education."
One-half million adults, aged
25 and over, have less th an
eight years of education. Since
lack of education and poverty
are linked , it is hoped that this
program will aid President
Johnson's war on poverty.
Newark State will offer two
courses next semester for this
program. One course will be
an undergraduate junior a n d
senior elective. It will be an
i ntroductory course with special emphasis placed on basic
adult education (re a d i n g,
writing, arithmetic) which reflects national concern for en couraging and teaching functionally illiterate adults. A second course will be offered on
the graduate level.
The grant will be renewed
on a year to year basis.

time after, the chjld k n o w s
only himself and cares on l y
about his own needs and desires. From repeated contacts
with people and things in his
environment, the child learns
about the outside world,, and
the needs of others as well as
his own. He develops an interest in activities that s e e m
challenging to him. The immature adult has not been able
to find interest in things other
than himself, for he is too concerned about his own n e e d s
and desires. The mature individual is interested in things
other than himself.
Wben the young child is
thwarted in his efforts to fulfiJl a particular goal or need,
he will usually act in some
way lo show he is displeased,
such as crying, kicking the family pet, or throwing things
around. He wants that goal or
need fulfilled now, not realizing that he may obtain it later
if he will be patient. The immature adult, just like the
child, cannot accept the postponement of goals or neec!-s. A
mature person shows willingness to adapt himselL to circumstances.
Possessing a sense of reality
as opposed to the childish
dream world of fantasy is an
essential for emotional maturity. The emotionally mature
person li ves in the here and
now, setting realistic g o a 1 s
that are obtainable. The immature person sees himself accomplishing many things but
does nothing to obtain any of
them. He does not take stock

of hjmself so he can set realistic goals. Instead, he lives in
a fantasy world where he is
lord anc- master over his domain and where he can do no
wrnng.
Many times a person w i l l
say of another, "Watch what
you say to him, for he is very
sensitive." Too many people,
because of a feeling of inadequacy or inferiority, will take
som ething that is said in their
presence as a personal attack
against them . It is hard f o r
them to accept people who
l augh in their presence, f o r
they fear that his laughter is
or may be directed at them.
The emotionally mature individual tries to learn of his
inadequacies, does his best to
accept them, and then tries to
improve upon them. He is able
to laugh, even at himself. He
has a sense of humor.
I personally feel that a major element for measuring
emotional maturity is the ability of one to sincerely care
about the feelings of others. A
person who cares about other
people can develop a greater
capacity to g ive love and understanding to those around
him -a sure sign of emotional maturity.
In conclusion, it should be
made clear that nobody constantly behaves in an e m otionally mature manner; f o r
nobody is perfect. We all have
our faults, which is a goodpoint to remember when we
attempt to pass judgement on
others.

November 18, 1965

Succeeding in Business
No Matter What You Try
by David Wald

When the curtain opened on the first act of MAJOR BARBARA
at the McCarter Theatre on Tuesday, November 9, the clock in
the Undershaft living room was set at 8:45. Some two hours later
the curtain opened on the third act and the clock was still set at
8:45. An hour later the curtain fell, however, the Undershaft
clock was not around to remind us of the time. Yet any- moments. The third act never
woke up. In any theatre class,
one in the audience could have
told you.
George
Bernard new directors are told that a
Shaw, despite his wide ac- tpiece of "business" (moveclaim, makes lime stand still ment, expression, gesture etc.)
in the laborious MAJOR BAR- is most effective when used no
more than three times. Mr. SiBARA.
letti obviously was trying t o
The quality of acting present- prove a new theory, for in the
ed in this production w a s
third act the entil-e Undershaft
grossly uneven. Ruby Holbrook family was allowed to walk up
as Lady Britomart was splenthe steps of a building to indid. Emery Battis in the pivo- spect the Undershaft domain.
tal role of Andrew Undershaft Love scenes were played after
was, despite a shocking make- th i s long walk. Philosophies
up job, convincing. I n the title
were expounded after a simirole, Ann Gee Byrd had the ap- lar walk. Perhaps the director
pearance of a long - legged
felt that this constant moveTammy Grimes. Her portrayal ment would keep the audience
had some fine, touching mo- awake. It didn't work.
men ts, but for the most part,
Having sat through producher consistant struggle for the
tions of WHO'S AFRAID OF
salvation of souls was unbe- VIRGINIA WOOLF, LONG
lievable. One memorable moDAYS
JOURNEY
I NTO
ment occurred at the end of N IGHT and other long plays, I
the second act. Miss Byrd ad- can not remember ever feeling
hered herself to the derelict,
the pain as much as I did while
Peter Shirley, (brilliantly por- breezing along wi t h MAJOR
trayed by Ralph Drisch ell) and BARBARA.
begged f o r his support a n d
companionship as she departed from the Salvation Army.
One of the most humorous
roles written by Shaw is that
of Charles Lomax. G regory
Abels, however, did not understand that a most successful
b y Dav id Wald
handling of this role would be
had through "underplaying" it.
England's contribution to the
Instead, Mr. Abe l s "ov erplay affluen t society of th e United
ed " the role until it lost a ll b e- States du r ing the past few
lievability and eliminated most years has included lli.e Beatles,
of the real Shawvian humor.
Christine Keeler, the Beatles,
The direction of Mario Silet- long haircuts, the Beatles,
ti was spotty. The firs t act mods, rockers and oh yes, the
'
moved at quite a rapid pace. Beatles.
Consequently,
many
of us
The second act had its sleepy
have wondered if past British
contributions can possibly be
considered comparable in appeal to either Christine or that
infamous quartet. WE at Newark State think positively. At
least that seems to be the opinion of the Newark State Theatre Guild concerning t h e i r
then I don't need to describe forthcoming production of BILit any further, and if you don't LY LIAR.
know then you probably never
BILLY LIAR deals w i l h a
will know and you would't be British adolescent-a cross beinterested in S.C.A.T.E. any- tween Walter Mitty and Holdway. Don't worry if you don't en Caulfield-who has
proknow what these three articles blems. The play was first prehave to worry about support- sented at the Cambridge Theaare all about: you'll never tre in London in 1960. This
ing a Korean boy, and y o u year, however, the play will be
can spend your Saturday mor- seen on November 23 and 24
nings, in a few years, dispens- in the new auditorium. Curtain
ing allowance to your children time is at 8 :30. Tickets a r e
and then watching them disap- available to all students at the
pear in a haze of October Information and Service Desk.
laughter down the street, while
Since international relations
you wonder what's missing.
seem to be at the lowest ebb,
I mean it doesn't matter to ~_, as a student body should
me, if it doesn't matter to you. ~ e every effort to see it.
When you walk into the
Ufider the direction of J .L.
S.C.A.T.E. office, you can tell
right off the bat that the peo- Lowenstein, the cast includes
ple there are deadly serious David Draper, David Wald, Juabout their work. They aren't dy Matthews, Peter P earace,
kidding about the things that Virginia Daire, J ean Medoff,
they do and the ways that they Pat Yuknavage and Shirley
feel and they haven 't got time Keeler. (The last being no refor people like the guy n e x t lation to the notorious Chrisdoor to me. So don't go to tine , and te n times as funny
work for S.C.A.T.E. if you can as the 83 year old grandmothonly work every ninth Wednes- er!)
So, Newark Staters, help inday for an hour. And don't go
to work for S.C.A.T.E. if you ternational relations! You've
just "want to get into a club" accepted the Beatles , Christine
because S.C.A.T.E. isn't a Keeler (she's an hones t woclub, it's a phalanx of serious- man now). Accept th is satirifaced young people who really cal, funny and excellent pro•
(Continued on page 11)
duction of BILLY LIAR!
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The Hope- Peddlers -Part Ill
by J. J . Clarke

In this frail life I think that
there must only really be two
kinds of people: the givers and
the takers. You can slice it
s ix ways from Sunday anti :-c .:
can pin l abels like "realist"
and "pragmatist" on people,
but it still boils down to the
same thing: the givers and the
takers. I think that the guy
who li\'es n ext door to me is
a taker. His kids are hollowfaced and sad-eyed and they
irritate me when I see them
playing in the yard. I am
ashamed that I am irritated,
but I am. Their father takes
from them and he doesn't eve n know that he is doing it. I
can see him on Saturday mornings dispensing the allowances to his kids, making them
beholden to him, and t h e y
laugh off down the street toward bubble gum and comic
books and he smiles longingly
at the place where they have
just been, but he is only a poor
travesty of a human being as
far as giving goes, God knows,
in spite of what he would have
himself believe. He doesn't see
why he should have to go to
P .T .A.
meetings
and
he
doesn 't support Civil Defense
in his town except with h i s
mouth, a nd he doesn't know

that this spider web life is slipp ing blithely by him as he
takes and takes and thinks
that he is giving.
The givers look a lot like
Joe Chroback or Pat Tupik as
they sit in the S.C.A.T.E. office planning what to do with
their free periods, even though
it usually comes out the same
way: they go to Newark and
Elizabethport and tutor th e
kids who need help. T h e s e
are the kinds of people who
will someday adopt a Korean
child and pay a monthly stip e nd to keep him in food and
underwear. And they will not
be doing it for the monthly letters that they get - they'll be
doing it because they h a v e
more than the Korean kid a nd
they want to give some of
what they have away.
The S.C.A.T.E . girls go r abbiting around the c a mp u s
with their books pulled up
tight to their stomachs, a n d
the
S.C.A .T .E .
guys
look
pretty much like college guys
anywhere, on any campus, but
they are currently engaged in
doing what must be considered to be among the finest
things that a person can do in
this life: they are helping people to help themselves. If you
know what I ' m talking about

Billy Liar,
Yea, Yea, Yea!
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Review:

A Vie,v From the Bridge
by Fern Danser e au
Why is man unable to control his emotions? Life would be so
simple if we could govern our heart. We would love only the right
person, never foolishly or excessively. But the human heart is a
rebel that has caused trouble for ages. Ever since Oedipus, man
has fallen in love with the wrong person in spite of all legal and
moral laws. A V iew from the ers to the immigration offiB ridge, Arthur Miller's play at
cers. There is a fight, and
the Sheridan Square Playhouse, Marco kills Eddie. Justice is
depicts the torments of a man done. Yet, is it? The longshorewho commits the crime of lov- man deserved his fate, but
ing too much.
Marco's children do not. They
are the innocent most hurt.
Edc'-'.e is "as good as he has They
will die
because, as
to be.'· A hardworking long- Ruoolfo said, " there is nothing,
shoreman, he brings home his nothing, nothing there. Only a
pay, helps his destitute rela- view, and you can't eat that."
tives come lo America from
Italy, and raises a little orRichard Cast•.~llano was exphan niece. Catherine grows, cellent in the role of Eddie. His
and his paternal love changes performance was earthy and
into an obsession. He is terrib- not overdone. Indeed, he made
ly jealous of anything or any- the audience forget this was a
one who comes between !hem. play, and not real life. Mr.
Thus, he keeps her from going Castellano has been seen on
to work as long as possible, and television, and he has a role in
the forthcoming film A Fine
be dislikes any boy interested
in her. When Catherine falls in Madness.
love with Rudolfo, a boy hiding
Mitchell Jason, the lawyer
from the authorities because
who tells the story, was dignihe and his brother Marco entered the country illegally, Ed- fied and efficient. Susan Kapdie tries desperately to sep- low, the little Catherine, was
arate them. Catherine is lorn touching, and she play ed her
between her love for her foster role well. Louis Basile was loo
father and her Jove for Rudolfo short and too slim lo portray
a strong and giant Marco, but
With
the encouragement o f
he
played well the role of the
her aunt, however, she decides
to marry Rudolfo in spite of stubborn brother.
Eddie.
The tension has mounted and
we expect a heartbreaking denouncement. Eddie is desperate. He reports the two broth-

College No
Continued from page 6

Meanwhile, students protesting U.S. policy in Vietnam
have been warned by s o m e
draft boards that this c o u 1 d
result in the loss of their deferments.
The director of the Michigan
Selective Service System intends to report the names of
31 students who sat in at the
Ann Arbor office to their local
boar ds. He warned that t his
could ver y well r esult in t h e
loss of their deferments.

by Joseph Valvano
We are Jiving in a period of rapid social change with constant threat of nuclear war. Faced
with many social, polilical, and economic problems, one finds that policies and solutions lo these
problems differ greatly.
It is only alter differences in thinking can be StLLdied carefully and a course of action agreerl
upon, that s olutions to these problems can be arrived or voted upon intelligently by our citizenry.
l fully believe that free discussion of cuJTent and controversial issues is basic to the democratic
proce:ss that we live under and are governed by.
Jdeally. teachers should be free to discuss controversial issues in the classroom and to teach the
skills a stude nt may need for
tion to see if the board h a s
studying and analyzing these he s hould guide the class in
established a clear policy outissues intelligently. The teach- establishing ground rules and
lining procedures and s a f esetting up specific goals f o r
er, however, does ha ve responguards for the teacher regardthe
exploration
of
the
chosen
sibilities both to his students
ing !he study of controversial
topic.
The
teacher
should
reaand to the c ommunity in reissues in their schools. T h e
lize
that
a
classroom
atmosgard to discussing controverregulations should include cr iphere
which
allows
freedom
of
sial issues in the: classroom.
expression and which permits teria for determining the apWhile no iss ue need be loo conpropriateness of a problem or
troversial for classroom dis- all sides of the issue to be pre- issue for study, the responsisented
fairly
is
essential
f
c
r
cussion, I feel that certain faccritical analysis of these issues bility of the teacher in handltors should be considered being the subject, and the refore a topic is discussed in the by the class. The t e a ch e r
should try lo help the students sponsibility of the s chool adclassroom.
learn lo analyze the problem, ministration in protecting the
The issue should be signifi- to gather and organize the teacher from possible individucant enough to give informa- facts, to discriminate between al or group pressures or attion whi ch will be useful to the facts and opinions, and to draw tacks.
student later in life. Also, the intelligent conclusions.
If we want our children to
topi c should be within the emoIt is the teacher's responsi- understand their environment,
tional and intellectual scope of bility to allow students to ex- they must be free to examine,
the class. If the issues clash cha nge ideas and views freely. select, and evaluate every aswith tr a d i t i ons , customs,
Althougth he must avoid influ- pect of it. Children of today
ideals, or beliefs of the com- encing the class with his own live under such pressures and
munity, the teacher must be philosophies, he can state his threats of a political, moral,
extremely careful that e a c h
and social nature, that to
own ideas, opinions, or beliefs,
issue is studied and discussed
if he clearly identifies them as shield them from controversiin a reasonable manner a n d his own and indicates that his al issues will make them less
with
consideration for
all opinions may not necessarily able to function a s knowledgviews. Information presenting represent fact or truth. The able human beings both now
all sides of the issue should teacher should remind his stu- and later in life.
be on hand, and there should dents that open - mindedness
be enough time available to and willingness to change a
Mr. Valvano has used for
develop the topic fully and ef- conclusion is essential to cri- reference the report of the
fectively.
tical thinking.
N .E.A. Commission on ProfesThe teacher should c h e c k sional Rights and ResponsibiIf a teacher decided to discuss some controversial issue, with the local board of educa- lities, "Freedom to Teach Freedom to Learn." New J er -

(Continued from page

College students request deferment in late September, usually as a part of the school's
registration process.
During
their October meetings 1 o c a 1
draft boards usually pass on
the requests and thus the news
of their actions is just becoming known.

Wesley First, director of university relations at Columbia,
commented, "This thing sends
cold shivers down my b a c k.
Education is big with us. If
they're going to start drafting
graduate students, t h i s is
meaningful. I just don't understand it all."

<tontrove.r sial Issues In The Classroom-

BOB KULIKOWSKI

Fordham University r e p o r t
that one student at each school
has reported the denial of his
application for deferment.

A man has 10 da ys after he
receives notice of his application to submit an appeal, and
most w1iversities are advising
their students to appeal. An appeal board then hears the student's case and decides on a
classification. If there is a split
vote when the appeal b o a r d
votes, a registrant still m a y
appeal lo the President. If
there is no split, there is no
further appeal.
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SHAKES PEARE
I S EASIER .. . . .
... when you let Cliff" s Notes
be your guide. Cliff" s Notes
explain most of Shake~peare·s
plays mcluding Antony and Cleopatra. Fore.ich play C:t1fr s Note~
gives you an expert scene by-

scene summary and charac ter
analysis. In minu tes. your understand ing will ,n.
c rease. Cliff 's
Nol es cover
more than J 25
major plays and
nov e ls. Use
! hem to earn
better grades in
all your literature courses.

125 Titl es in all -a mong
them these fa vorites:
Hamlet • M.icbeth • Scarlet Letter • Tale
of Two Cities • Moby Dick • Return of the
Native • 1 he Odys~ey • Julil1S Caesar •
Crrme and Punishment • Tl1t< Iliad • Great
Expec tal 1ons • Huckleberry f mn • King
Henry IV Part I • Wutherin~ He,r,hts • King

Lear • Pride and Prejudice • Lord Jim •
Ot hello • Gull iver"s Travel s • Lo rd of
the Fl,es

$1 at your bookseller
,,./'),v.,_ or write:

_llif~iita.
Cliff$ NOTES. INC.
1,t~HJ Stt liH, Litetl•. Ntk U~5

up to take lhe rest of his body.
Slowly the cancer marched, a
mutilating
army
moving
through his system, ra vishing
and destroying. But you found
all this out after he was dead.
Only Bob and his father knew
that he was all used up. They
never told anybody. He joked
and- smiled and he went to his
classes and all the lime the
cancer army was feeding o n
him.
One day Kulikowski showed
up for the wrestling team tryouts at NSC. Coach Farakalas
looked at the place where his
leg should have been and then
he looked into his eyes and he
knew that Bob wasn ' t kidding
and that he wasn' t looking for
sympathy. Here was a tough
cookie, thought Ted- Farakalas,
so he let him try out for the
team. A couple of months later you pick up the Newark
News and there's Bob's picture , frozen there on the page
as he circles an opponent looking for a way to lake him down.
The crutches aren't anywhere
to be seen and you know that
cause the article tells you so.
It makes you wonder seeing
Bob there with the one leg
gone taking on a guy with two
good legs. You look at his eyes
and then at those arms that
could tear yow· head off and
you wonder if maybe he isn't
a little braver than you are.
But the army is marching up
through the vessels and t h e
capillaries and Bob Kulikowski is running out of lime.
One day you get up for an
eight o'clock class and somebody t ells you that he is dead
and you get into you car a nd
go home. T he classes c a n go

s e y Educat ion Association Re •
v iew, April, 1965.

5)

on without _you that day. You
sit in the living room with all
the lights out, smoking cigarettes and thinking about th e
complainers and t he gripers
that you know, and then r emembering Bob Kulikowski
According to the newly
who was eaten up a live by a adopted Sophomore Constilumarauding army in a private - tion , a Class Cong ress is to be
war. And, you begin thinking elected by the Class of 1968.
that he di<l m ore things with
Petitions were issued on Nohis proud half-life than you've vember 17, 1965 and will be
done in your whole one.
available today and Friday in
Oh, it's a sma11 t hing; this is the SKOSHI office. The signano Andrew Mellin Fellowship tures of ten (10) sophomores
for ten thousand dollars and it are required, and if one apis n't the dedication of a new pears on more than one petimedical center. It's just two tion, it will be void on both or
scholarships for $200 a piece all. Petitions are to be handed
that will allow two people to go in no later than 5 o'clock Frito Newa rk State who might not day, November 19, in the Stuhave been able to go otherwis e. dent Organization office. ApAnd they will be award•ed in plicants are to sign their name
the shadowed mem ory of Bob to the sheet of paper in the ofKulikowski, who was made of fice clarifying that they have
better stuff than I am.
completed their petitions and
To give to such a scholarship handed fa.em in. Campaigning
fund would be, God knows, a will officially begin immediatevery small thing compared to ly after pedtiops are turned in.
the courage of Bob KulikowVoting w.iR- lake place on
ski.
Tuesday, November 23, 1965.
In case of a lie, another election shall take place on Wednesday, November 24.
The
polls will be open from 8 a.m.
Continued from page 6
until 5 p.m.
distasteful than lo have t h e
All those interested in the afteachers in this state organiz- f.airs of the class were encoured by the AFL-CIO or any oth- aged to petition for office.
er labor union. But this w i 11
happen if the national, state,
A ew & Pleasa11t
county and local teachers organizations don't stop dealing
Experience
with the more mundane unimAwaits
You !
portant matters and start dealing directly and actively with
the major problems of teachers. In short, leadership is
needed and must be f orthcom• Coming Nov. 30
ing.

Soph Congress
To Be F'o rmed

NJEA - An

The
Clothes Clo. et

I

.

- No•emher 18, 1965
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More
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Sound & Fury
GUILTY
CONSCIENCE
To the Editor:
In reference to certain " letters io the editor," I fee l I
must make a comment.
It grieves me that all the
athletic events the cheerleaders h ave attended have apparently .been overlooked, while
the ONE game they failed to
?ttend has been overemphasiz~dI think it a shame that our
first and only absence has
been interpreted as an implication of our lack of spirit and
support. Is this public condemnation necessary?
Our past failure to a t t e n d
this game cannot be changed,
but in the future let us all
make an extra special effort
to s upport our athletic activities.
Ricki Grimaldi
Captain, Cheerleading Squad

NEED HELP?
NEED HELP?
To the Editor:
To the Soccer Team and Coach
Errington;
We realize that it took a lot
of time, effort, and dedication
on your part to achieve this
season's success.
Congratulations on a most
successful season_
The Cheerleaders

VIETNAM POLICY
To the Editor :
The college-aged students of
the United States hav.e been
badly
criticized in
recent
months for their attitude toward the Vietnam issue. This
criticism has resulted from the
unfortunate wide-spread publicity given to the small, noisy
minority of students who have
been opposing the American
defense of Vietnam.
Consequently, Young Republicans, Young Democrats. and
Independents have come to gether to form the new bi-partisan National Student Committee for the Defense of Vietnam.
This new student committee
has no association with a n y
extra party political organization of either the right or the
left. Our sole purpose is t o
mobilize college students in a
concerted program of responsible action in support o f
American resistance to C o mmunist aggression in Southeast
Asia.
Specifically, we will engage
in a number of activities o n
the campus level. First, our
committee intends to distribute and collect petitions supporting the United States defense of Vietnam. The enclosed petition can serve as a guideline t o those campuses o n
which no petitions are presently being circulated. If y o u r
college already has distributed petitions on behaU of American policy in Vietnam, w e
would appreciate your indication to us of the number of students who have signed. At the
end tJf November, we plan to
announce natjonally, the total
number of student signatures
favoring the American commitment to the people of South
Vietnam.
Secondly, we ar.e urging college campuses, especially during the period from November
22 to December 10, to engage

in a series of rallies supporting
American policy· in Vietnam.
If you feel that it is possible
for your university to hold such
a rally during t h i s period,
please let us know the date for
the rally . and any information
you might have as to its nature.
Thirdly, we plan to distribute
educational materials to college campuses explaining this
country's position in Vietnam.
Please let us know if we can
be of assistance to you in this
area.
FinalJy, w e urge students on
your campuses to send Christmas cards to our soldiers in
Vietnam. You can a ddress the
cards in care of the World Affairs Forum, Brigham University, Provo, Utah. The cards
must reach Brigham Young by
December 1, if our soldiers are
to receive them on Christmas
day.
We welcome your cooperation and assistance in this bipartisan, national program to
show the American people that
the new student radicals do not
speak for our generation in
their irresponsible opposition to
our country's policy in Vietnam.
Yours truly,
Committee For Defence of
Vietnam

FAST FOR FREEDOM
To the Editor:
T h e Sophomore Executive
Board extends its complete
support to the Fast For Freedom sponsored by N .S .A. and
S.C.A.T.E. and urges all fellow class.men to participate.
Thank you.
Joseph Murray
Gloria Cordero
Terry Campbell
L inda Levy
Francine Lewis

SINCERE NOTE
To the Editor:
(To E a c h Campus Organization)
As President of your organization I urge you to do everything within your power t o
remedy a most distrubing problem on our campus. For lack
of a better word, let us call
this problem APATHY. Th e
effects of this problem have
been seen in such activities as
Fall Weekend and, no doubt,
certain programs on which
your own organization h a s
spent countless hours.
On November 23rd and 24th
the Theatre Guild will present
BILLY LIAR - a tragic comedy in the new auditorium.
Curtain time is 8 :30. Tickets
are free for all Newark State
students at the Information and
Service Desk.
Perhaps by developing "esprit de corps" among our campus organizations we can eliminate this cancerous malady apathy. Many of your classmates, friends and followers
have sacrificed a part of themselves to make this a most brilliant production. The Theatre
Guild is proud of their current
pr oduction, but we are n o t
working for ourselves alone.
Please afford u s the opportunity to make you proud of a
fellow campus organization!
The Theatre Guild respects
your organization and recognizes the fine work you are doing at Newark State. We wish
you continued success in every
endeavor and thank you f o r
joining us in an anti-apathy attack! Will we see you at
BILLY LIAR?
Sincerely,
David Wald, President
THEATRE GUILD
EDITOR'S NOTE:
A copy of this letter has been

·sent to each organization on
campus in an effort to in•crease attendence a t · the performance. Theatre Guild has
spent mapy hours working on
,p roductions over the years. The
only reward· they ask for is
your attendance.
We wish the Guild success in
the coming year arid µrge
members of the student body,
ficulty, and administration to
attend the performances .

I WAITED-!
To -the . Editor:
On November IO: 1965, there
was to have been a Student
Council meeting for the s o I e
purpose of acting on t h e
amendments to the proposed
constitution. This meeting failed to commence for the lack of
a quorum. (such a number as
must be present in order that
business can be legaliy transacted.)
It was known to the author
of this letter that those council
members needed to t r ansact
business were present in the
building; but they did n o t
make their presence at t h e
duly called council meeting.
When one is elected by a
large constituency to represent
the view of many, this responsibility should not be taken
lightly. It seems there a r e
council m embers who look upon their seat as a secondary.
position. I guess this attitude
also prevails towards the entire student body on their behalf.
I must commend those council representatives who serve
their position to its fullest capacity. I must also apologize to
them for having wasted their
time waiting for the needed
quorum .
Albert L . Record - a student
With such avid interest and
paricipation

within

the

Stu-

dent Council, I cannot foresee
anything but a fruitful year.
Thank you, for those w h o
serve well,
--i'·----

NO MONEY
To the Editor:

The members of the Women's Chorus were recently
informed that no money will
be availabl e this year, for this
group.
How anyone could possibly
expect a musical group to
function without funds, is be
yond my understanding. Occasionally, it is necessary to purchase music for any musical
organization, if it is to be of
any value.
I assume that the Women's
Chorus was formed to not only
expose the students to classical and modern music, but to
train these students for concerts that would culturally benefit the college community
and the surrounding communities.
The chorus meets
three
times a week. In addition to
the regular rehearsals, members of the chorus are participating in the Tuesday evening rehearsals of the MESSIAH, along with the alumni,
and others. And have purchased their own copies of the
score. Incidentally, the chorus
will not receive a penny from
this performance, to be given
in December.
Is it unreasonable for a college organization, with a membership of over forty students,
to ask the same recognition
that other organizations are
receiving-money to function?
Do you know of any other coll ege that does not wholeheartedly support all its musical
organizations?
Charlotte Messek '69

DEPENDENT!
,To .lhe Editor:

I
couldn't help but laugh
when 1- read the letter "Ah So"
in · .last week's "Sound a n d
Futy." This was possiblf the
funniest in the current pieces
under discussion. As the "In.dependent Females" pointed
out, . I am incapable of deciding how a woman thinks and
feels, especially since I am
. not a . woman (Vive La · difference!). The only criteria one
has in · assessing t h e female
point of view is on the basis of
the female's actions and what
the female says. This is unfor. t unate because we must then
attempt to interpret these manifestations of the feminine psyche. Such is my present task.
The first tittlelating tidbit
which we shall •consider is the
assertion that " Men (a generalization) have been taught to
consider women as tools of
their pleasure." (A charact€T
judgement based on a generalization) Honey, what kind of
men have you been running
around with? Our friends continue with the thesis that " . ..
nature has endowed woman
with an insurance mechanism
called "a desire for marriage."
Nature has endowed women
with a sex drin. Society has
implanted the desire for marriage. The foibles of society,
under the circumstances, are
to be questioned, because (1)
Couples are marrying far t o o
early, resulting in a 25 percent
divorce rat€'. (2) Many people
will never be psychologically
ready for marriage. Does it
therefore foll~w that (3) nonmarrieds should remain cel e•b ate for many years, or for
the ir entire life? Ah so! This

wonderful "desire for marriage" is probably more de structive in the long run than
the worst "wolf" you will ever
meet, unless such a desire is
tempered with a lot more experience, judgment, and maturity. And so this non-existent " intuition" which y o u
speak of keeps you from "giving in." Rather than facing the
reality 'it takes two to Tango,'
you typically think of yourselves as victims, a most unwholesome attitude. When you
suggest that I am in favor of
"free love," you are misinterpreting my remarks to the
lim it. You had better by ready
to make a distinction between
"free" 1 o v e , and selective
tasteful relat ionships. Hence,
while you may deny that you
are guilty of "conditioned inhibition" you admit that your
goal in pre-marital sex play is
marriage. Heavens! In t h i s
narrow frame of reference,
must we suggest that you check
your definitions?
Finally, in th e last paragraph, you present your "piece
de resistance" by suggesting
that we might be more successful if we " go slow" and cool
it, (a good approach by t he
way) hinting that you might
submit to this " animalism" if
the right approach is used !
Wow! The letter is consequently signed, "Some Independent
Females, " who are so independent that they didn't have
the courage to sign the ir own
names as did the authors of
"The Line." No, girls, I don' t
think you' re very independent.
I think you're rather dependent, upon madly tradition, the
crutches of clericalism, and anti - sexual, narrow minded tommyrot.
Michael Lussen

A FEMININE NOTE
To the Editor:
I was quite surprised - no I
can't s a y surpr ised, because
the "lnd€-pendent Females" are
upholding the "middle class"
obsolete morals of middle
class college and ·society.
It is unfortunate that this
"prospective" is not being altered.
Girls, women , I am one of
them (the women that is) who
spend thousands oi dollars every year for cosmetics, a n d
alluring clothes. The purpose
- to make them more appealing to the opposite sex. Yet,
when t h e victim (a boy o r
man) ~maybe I shouldn't say
man, they woulcn 't have the
n€'rve to encounter one - is over
ercome by the essence of Channel No. 5 or a low cut dress,
makes a pass, she is insultied.
Her virginity has been "cheapened" or impaired.

It has been proven psycholo,gically that men are affected
by perfume, alluring dress,
skirts above the knee, etc.

I say then to these "Independent Females" that unless
they are willing to become
women and accept the responsibility that entails woman
hood - mainly an intimate relationship with the opposite
sex, one that is not cheapened
- they will r ealize that men
will still want them and that
they will not have to rely on
virginity in order to get a man,
instead they will offer intelligence, warmth, etc. to him.
So "Independent Females"
- accept womanhood for its
essential worth or otherwise stay at home a nd play
with your dolls!
Tanya Jenkins '66

Soph And Junior
(Continued from page 1)
Junior
Mr. Vesey added, "the purpose of the new constitution
would be defeated. "
Sophomore
officers. The Class Congress
will be presided over by a
chairman, who is neither a
class officer nor Student Council Representative, to be elected by the Congress, and who
w i 1 1 serve as an ex - officio
member of the class executive
board.

Questions arose as to the
practicality of two art icles in
t h e proposed
constitution:
those
concerning
impeachments, or recall, and the procedure for acceptance of a new
amendement to the constitution. Both articles, as they originally read, provided for the
recall or the ratifica tion if a
two - thirds majority of the
votes cast were in favor of
such , providing 80 percent of
the total cla ss member ship voted in that election. The clause
refei:ring to the "80 percent"
was the cause for dissention
among_ sophomores present,
since the fact was brought up
t hat no more than 55 percen t
of the Class of 1968 had ever
turned out for any election. Several students present voiced
the opinion that those interested class members s hould not
be penalized for the lack of
concern of others. Suggestions
were m a de in the form o f
amendments , and those <presen1
voted to lower the disputed figures to 60 perc ent.
At the close of the meeting,
when vote was finally taken on
the entire constitution, the 50
people remaining acc epted it
as the Constitution of the Class
of 1968.

November 18, 1965

T HE I ND E P E ND E·N T·

More Sound & Fury
Creeping Stickerism
To the Editor:

Modern man lives in a
clouded maze. Many devilish
influences have blinc-ed the vision of college students on this
campus. Of these ills, none is
as dangerous as the evils of
creeping stickerism. Old parking permits have crept across
our cars' rear windows, making us look back in anger at
the jungle of stickers we have
allowed to ,·egetate. We must
unite against this enemy not
with swords but with razors.
We must scratch them out,
wherever they lie. There is no
other cause so noble or so just.
But a small group of sttidents
refuse to joi.n this crusade.
They are blind to this enemy
within our campus. Falsely,
this faction claims that the business office is unfair to the
student body. Unjustly, the y
claim that ow· noble p o I i c e
corps is composec of senile old
men. Some of these extremists
even refuse to pay the three
dollar penalty for keeping old
stickers on their cars.
How can they be so nig.
gardly, when this small contribution sen·es so many purposes? With this small sum
the ugly status system it eliminated from our campus.
The number of stickers on a
car will no longer signify the
number of years a student has
gone to school. Everyone will
be equal in the · parking lot.
With this small sum we are
easing the job of our overworked policemen. When a person
ls

over

sixty lt ls h ard to

see

parking stickers on the windows of cars, harder still to
distinguish one color of parking permit from another.
For these reasons, we must
unite and combat our common foe, creeping stickerism.
It d-oes not matter that this
cause was not initiated by the
student body. We were too involved with . our pursuit of
learning to see the evil that is
inherent in last years' three
by three parking permit. We
should be grateful to the business office for bringing it to
our attention. This crisis shows
the unselfish dedication of the
business office to our school.
Never thinking o f themselves,
their only concern is the betterment of the student body at
Newark State.
Marcia Berman '67

MORE MALE
To the Editor :

There are many things that
could be said and written about
the letter entitled, Ah So. and
they probably a re being saic ,
by various people, and written
about in various places.
One could say the letter is,
almost totally incorrect. T h e
sexual prime of the male lasts
from the age of 16 - 23, not 18 •
21, as stated. Nature has not
endowed woman, nor has it so
graced man, with an, "insurance mechanism called a desire for marriage." The legal
aspects of living together, called marriage, and in particular a monogamous one, is directly against the state of nat ure so profusely alluded to in
the lette1·. The guiding force
w hich enables the female to
"retain her virginity" and not
"give in," is not "common
sense," but r ather a long heritage of i:eligious and social tra.
ditions. What grades the Homo

Sapiens as superior to the rest
of the a.nimal kingdom, is a
reas oning mind, the attribute
of speech, and possession of a
fifth c-igit, a thumb.
One could say the letter is,
from a psychological point, a
very weak attempt to justify ,
without factual knowledge, a
position which the writer is insecure in.
The response Mr. Lussen provoked is typical of the fear reaction that is instilled in the
sex education of many people,
labelling sex as dirty. These
people feeling guilty therefore,
taint people who indulge, as
dirt or animals, and project
their own fears and desires to
the actions of others controlling
an artificial situation u po n
which the "baseness of se..x is
proved" to their minds . Facts
and knowledge to the contrary
is of no use, unneeded because
they know it just isn't like that.
One could say the letter is,
logically, a collection of fallacy
after fallacy. The entire accent
of the article is one of the entire denial and rejection to premarital sex. Now, if this is the
purpose of the authors I question their suggestion at the end
of the letter to "go s low. . .
cool it. ..you might find your.
the purpose of the letter was to
reduce the speed of the human person t h e n the writers
are guilty of the fallacy o f
faculty accent. The entire letter commits the error of combination,
attributing the aspects of one person on to the
whole male population.
One could say the letter is, ,
philosophically, one that reveals a lack of understanding,
of Mr. Lussen's column, t he
letter itself and of the writers ' own thoughts. To argue
against free love is to argue
for love that has a price. My
interpretation of love is it is
one of the few things that is
free, free to be given without
government intervention,
a
sales tax, permission to a higher being or any other red tape.
It may be that the giving of
love is the only thing free in
this world. It is only when love
is accepted that it ceases to be
free, for then the cost is re.
sponsibility towarc- the giver.
I would suggest that the writers spend more time towards
understanding what they read ,
see, and believe, than they do
now. They will, therefore, have
little time to !able, debase, and
misrepresent.
Greg Mackey

KENNEDY
( Continued from page 3)
John Kennedy died. You can't
go anywhere without finding
the leeches and the usurpers
and the lobbyists, and they've
changed things since J o h n
Kennedy and I used to t a 1 k
through the television set, in
my livingroom. They've fed
presidential and mayoral facts
and figures into their u g l y,
squatting political
machine
and they're grinding out cun- .
ning similacra of people, like
J ohnson and the rest and
they've filled their m ind-indexes so that they mouth horrible
1it tie homilies to the American
people, and they think t h a t
makes the country fine a n d
dandy, but they can't fool me.
They've made a robust vice president, too, and they've had
him using every theatrical
trick in the books to make us

think that the count1·y's running well, but you p.ick up the
papers and you know that
sops-of-bitches in Viet N a m
with no quarrel at all are
shooting our sons, and college
kids are burning their draft
cards because suddenly it isn't
right to fight for your country
anymore; it isn't important
enough any longer, and I know
when I see these things that
Jack Kennedy is dead a n d
buried, because they didn't do
things like that when he was
alive. He made you feel as
though you were a little part
of a good thing, .living here in
America.
I miss Jack Kennedy's wit
and I miss the Father-feeling
of warmth when I used to see
Kennedy on t h e newsreels
picking up his son and holding him tightly, unashamedly,
to his chest, but not too tightly because he didn't want to
hurt him with his
man's
strength. I miss seeing it because my father used to do it
to me, and because I used to
do it to my own son.

THEI
ADMINISTRATIVE AWARD,

OF
THE WEEK
Each week in a sincere effort to recognize the unheralded actions of the administration, the Independent
shall present an anonymous award for a deserving act
in the best interests . of Newark State College.
This week we recognize the attempt to improve our
college center by having the name placards o;i the
men's and women's lavatories lowered to a more easily
observable height.
May we suggest that it would be advisable to raise
the drinking fountains from therr juvenile height ~
that one does not have to get down on his knees to get
a drink.
- Long Live The Bureaucracy -

But there are no pictures
anywhere, in any files, of the
way John Kennedy really was,
or the way he felt about Civil
Rights or the strength of his
loves or the darkness of h i s
doubts. I miss the Kennedyisms when we used to talk together in my livingroom.
So the squatting, toadlike
machineries are grinding out
daily a thousand Johnsons and
a thousand Humphreys and the
paia writers are dreaming up
new, im:-ossible cliches for
their silly puppets to mout h as
they bend on waxen string to
pull a dog's ears, while t h e
wooden mouths make a clacking sound, we creep deeper
and deeper into our caves of
fear.
I miss my friend John Kennedy with his not-quite-combed hair and his scuffed shoes.
I miss him now, in November,
when we are walking delicately through a dark and narrow
time, led by puppet m asters,
spurred on by wooden words.

A New & Pleasant
Experience
Awaits You!

The
Clothes Closet
Coming Nov. 30

Junior-Senior
Semi-Formal Dance
Saturday, December 4
8:00 p.m .

Main Dining Hall

Faculty members are reminded to return thei r proofs
to the Memoribilia office,
college ce nter. by November
19th. Unless the p roofs ar e
re turned by this date the picture w ill not appear in the
1966 Memoribilia.

The SCA'fE Story
(Continued F.rom__page 8)

believe that helping kids in
Newark and Elizabethport is a
better thing to do than hang
around the snack bar eating
stale crullers and drinking bitter coffee. S.C.A.T.E. needs
you, but you have to n e e d
S.C.A.T.E . and the young men
and women in the carved-out
cubicle in College Center will
know whether you need them
r ight after you walk in th e
door.
Last year, according to Joe
Chroback, nearly 150 signed
up for S.C.A.T.E. work, but
some of them never came back
when they found out ,that they
• couldn't do S.C.A.T.E. work in
the snack bar, and o th.er s
didn't like the idea of actually
helping kids whose skin was a
different color than .theirs. It
kind of makes you sick to
think of that, but its all right
because they wouldn't have
been much help anyway. The
end result is bad, though: 800
kids are lost in Newark and
Elizabethport and they a re
drifting like impatient,- little
asteroids waiting to crash into
the sea of Juvenile Delinquen•
cy or County Work Farms or

Jail.
So if this kind of thing means
anything to you as you read
it, if you know what I've been
writing about, if the "giving .
taking" equation means something to you, then I hope you
will stop in the S.C.A.T.E. office. 1f you haven't really understood the values and th e
valences of these three articles, then I urge you to keep
right on going past the S.C.A.T.E. offiee_ into the snack bar.
There are a whole lot of barroom philosophers that hang
around there all the time ready to dissect for you the separate layers of life. If you
aren't interested in them, then
there is always a contingent of
18-year-olds who will tell you
about marriage and war.
If you can identify with
these articles, if you c a r e
about kids , if you were ever
a needing, wanting lonely 11:id
yourself, then I ask you to
g-ive away that very thing
that was once given to you:
hope. Walk into the S.C.A.T.E .
office. Talk to any one of
them. They are the hope-peddlers of the school. You will
know them by their eyes.
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Gluck Saves One,
But No One Could
Save The One
That Tied the Game
Upsala Scores 2-1
Win in Overtime
Once again the Squires were
faced with an overtime situation, and as fate would have it
tell to Upsala 2-1. Of all the
overtime games this one probably hurt the most.
Newark jumped into a 1 - 0
lead when Dave Malo scored on
a pass from Sam Sabaluskas
The Squires held onto t his
margin and with l ess than two
minutes to go seemed to have
SQUIRE STA TISTICS
G. A .P is.

Bill Grier
John Gluck
John Berardo
Steve Freidman
Phil Heery
Dave Malo
Sam Sabaluskas
Bill Abams
Gene Mondzy
Manny Barbas
Bill Saccetto

5

1

11

3
2
2

1

7
7
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2

l

2
0
1
1

1
0
18

3
0
2
0
4
0

0
0
2

13 49

1964 R E C ORD

1965 Record

NSC

0 St. Peter's

1

NSC

.,,.

1

NSC

0 Trenton

Rutgers So. J er.

12

NSC 0

Monmouth

4

NSC 0

Paterson

1

NSC

0

Glassboro

6

NSC

0 Montclair

4

NSC

0 J ersey City

4

NSC

1

Drew

6

WRA GAL-ery
by Terry Urban

Attention all students! A
first has occurred. On Tuesday, November 2nd, the Newark State Field Hockey Team
played its first inter-collegiate
game. The opponents w ere
Upsala College.This was a very exciting game and N.S.C.
was able to tie the experienced
Upsala team 2-2. N.S.C. first
intercollegiate success w a s
due to the team and especially to three outstanding player s:
Carolyn Kleiner, right wing ,
who scored both goals; A n n
Doyle, Captain, who played
c enter full back; and J u d y
Cabanas, who did an excellent
job as goalie.
Other girls participating i n
the game were: Gail Alt, Colleen Bickart, Pat Christie, Vertina Graves, J eannette Hender son, Susan Hunter, Andrayln
Johnson, A 1 ice
Kennedy,
Kathy Kimak, Kathy Lyfko,
Bar,b ara Lopizzo, Phyllis Margherito, Pat Mazar, Cathi
Mekbel, Marianne Rubino, Linda Sachse, Louise Schmidt, Jill
Sepelken, Hermine Small, Mary Louise Teise, Marion White
and Sue Jarvis.
Well girls the date has been
set , the date for the All Organization Volleyball Tournam~nt
that is. This elimination tournament will be held, on Tuesday, November 23rd. The balls
_ Fill start to fly at ap,;,roximate.. .ly 6:30 for an evening of fun
•!

<?

and excitement. If you wish to
take part in this sporting competition be on the lookout for
further information or contact
Sue Kessler, mailbox number
574.

Trenton State
Harriers Win
X-Country
T renton State College w o n
the New J ersey State College
Conference cross - c o u n t r y
championship by placing four
men among the top ten, on Saturday, Nov. 6.
Jersey City State placed second, twenty points, but S.C.S.C.
took individual honors by touring the Glassboro course in
29: 13. Jim Harris of Montclair
was second with a 29:56 clocking over the 5 ½ mile course.
Steve Rosbert led the Trenton contingent across by placing third in 30: 04. Besides taking third, T.S.C. took fourth,
sixth, ninth and seventeenth.
Newark State College is the
only state college that does not
have a cross country s q u a d
and therefore did not participate.
TEAM SCORES
1, Trenton 39; 2, Jersey City ,
59 ; 3, Montcla ir, 67; 4. P aterson, 86 ; 5, Glassboro, 89 .

NSC 3
NSC 0
NSC 3
NSC 0
NSC 4
NSC 1

NSC 1
NSC 0
NSC 3
NSC 0
NSC 0
NSC 1
NSC 1

Shelton
Drew
Monmouth (dbl.OT)
Glas~boro
St. P~ter's
Paterson
(dbl.OT)
Trenton
Bloomfield
Rutg€•rs So. J ersey
Montclair
Jersey City
(dbl.OT)
Upsala
Quinipiac

0
7

4
5
2
2
5
1

1
1
1

2

Basketball
Game
December 1
Newark
State College
v s.

Central Conn.
State College
8 :30 D'An gola Gym.

6

Joe Grillo

Facing their t oughest opponent of the season, the "Squires"
concluded their schedule with
a 6-1 loss to Quinnpiac College. This loss left Newark's
final log at 4-10, and these four
victories tied the Newark State
record for the most wins in a
season.
This game was one of the
few in which the soccer team
was completely outclassed by
the opposition. The first half
was dominated by the Connecticut squad. However, t h e
Squires found themselves. in th
second half showing good hustle and spirit which culminated in Steve Friedman's goal in
the fourth period. Unfortunately, this goal was the total
Squire output for the afternoon
Enough for the present, now for
the future.
The future forecast for next
year is far from dim. AltJ1ough
the graduation of the three big
G's (Gluck, Grier, G :irgiles)
will leave a hole in the line-up,
Newark State fans can still
look forward with anticipation
for a fine year. Those remaining include the last two players of the "old guard" , John
(Tinker) Berardo and Joe Grillo, co-captains for next years
team . George Persson, possible All - Conference Selection,

abullet shot that just got by
the diving John Gluck. Gluck
almost came up with a great
save but the ball just caught
the corner of the net.
The overtime period was like
a reply of the other two that
have occured this season. In
the opening minute N.S.C. ,put
on the pressure hot then the
roof caved in as Upsala scored. The Squires fought back
gamely but in a losing cause
and went down to a 2-1 defeat.
So the record now stands at
4 - 9 with 6 of the loses bcing
decided by one goa l, three in
overtime and three by 1 - 0
counts.

Fraterni ty
Football
Coverage

Squiremen Finish
Year with 6-1 Loss
By

the game on ice. With 1 :50 left

in the game Upsala scored on

Bill Abrams, Tom Buttery, and
Rich Polonitza will be returning sophomores.
Let's not forget the "n e w
breed" which made their appearance this year. This breed
includes s uch stand-outs as Phil
K eery, Dave Malop, Bill Sac-

Next
Week

A New & Pleasant
Experience
Awaits You!

The
Clothes Closet
Coming Nov. 30

( Continue d on page 6)

SQUIRE SNAPS,HOTS
John Berardo

This weeks Squire Snapshot
;is the biggest little "Squire" of

~m all, John "Tinker" Berardo. A Palisades Park resident, "Tinker" graduated from
St. Celia's High there.
A wrestler in high school,
John turned to soccer and
baseball at N.S.C. The junior
G .E. major has played right
wing for three years, and his
play is marked by constant
hustle. This season John has
two goals and three assists to
his credit .

John Berardo

Besides lettering in soccer
and baseball, John is recording
secretary of the M.A.A. and a
b rother of Sigma Beta Tau.

